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a. Overview—G. C. Johnson and R. Lumpkin
Patterns of variability in ocean properties are often closely related to large-scale climate pat-

tern indices, and 2021 is no exception. The year 2021 started and ended with La Niña conditions, 
charmingly dubbed a “double-dip” La Niña. Hence, stronger-than-normal easterly trade winds 
in the tropical south Pacific drove westward surface current anomalies in the equatorial Pacific; 
reduced sea surface temperature (SST) and upper ocean heat content in the eastern tropical 
Pacific; increased sea level, upper ocean heat content, and salinity in the western tropical Pacific; 
resulted in a rim of anomalously high chlorophyll-a (Chla) on the poleward and westward edges 
of the anomalously cold SST wedge in the eastern equatorial Pacific; and increased precipitation 
over the Maritime Continent.

The Pacific decadal oscillation remained strongly in a negative phase in 2021, with negative 
SST and upper ocean heat content anomalies around the eastern and equatorial edges of the 
North Pacific and positive anomalies in the center associated with low Chla anomalies. The South 
Pacific exhibited similar patterns. Fresh anomalies in the northeastern Pacific shifted towards 
the west coast of North America.

The Indian Ocean dipole (IOD) was weakly negative in 2021, with small positive SST anomalies 
in the east and nearly-average anomalies in the west. Nonetheless, upper ocean heat content 
was anomalously high in the west and lower in the east, with anomalously high freshwater flux 
and low sea surface salinities (SSS) in the east, and the opposite pattern in the west, as might be 
expected during a negative phase of that climate index.

In the Atlantic, the only substantial cold anomaly in SST and upper ocean heat content per-
sisted east of Greenland in 2021, where SSS was also low, all despite the weak winds and strong 
surface heat flux anomalies into the ocean expected during a negative phase of the North Atlantic 
Oscillation. These anomalies held throughout much of 2021. An Atlantic and Benguela Niño were 
both evident, with above-average SST anomalies in the eastern equatorial Atlantic and the west 
coast of southern Africa. Over much of the rest of the Atlantic, SSTs, upper ocean heat content, 
and sea level anomalies were above average.

Anthropogenic climate change involves long-term trends, as this year’s chapter sidebars em-
phasize. The sidebars relate some of the latest IPCC ocean-related assessments (including carbon, 
the section on which is taking a hiatus from our report this year). This chapter estimates that 
SST increased at a rate of 0.16–0.19°C decade−1 from 2000 to 2021, 0–2000-m ocean heat content 
warmed by 0.57–0.73 W m−2 (applied over Earth’s surface area) from 1993 to 2021, and global 
mean sea level increased at a rate of 3.4 ± 0.4 mm yr−1 from 1993 to 2021. Global mean SST, which 
is more subject to interannual variations than ocean heat content and sea level, with values 
typically reduced during La Niña, was ~0.1°C lower in 2021 than in 2020. However, from 2020 to 
2021, annual average ocean heat content from 0 to 2000 dbar increased at a rate of ~0.95 W m−2, 
and global sea level increased by ~4.9 mm. Both were the highest on record in 2021, and with 
year-on-year increases substantially exceeding their trend rates of recent decades. A haiku form 
summary follows:

3. GLOBAL OCEANS
G. C. Johnson and R. Lumpkin, Eds.
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Fig. 3.1. (a) Annually-averaged SSTAs in 2021 and (b) difference 
of annually-averaged SSTAs between 2021 and 2020. Values (°C) 
are relative to 1991–2020 climatology and the SSTA difference is 
significant at 95% confidence in stippled areas.

Ocean climate change,
varies with La Niña, yet,

warming trends are clear.

b. Sea surface temperatures—B. Huang, Z.-Z. Hu, J. J. Kennedy, and H.-M. Zhang
Sea surface temperature (SST) changes and their uncertainties are assessed over the global 

oceans including seas and large lakes in 2021 using three updated SST products: the Extended 
Reconstruction Sea-Surface Temperature (ERSSTv5; Huang et al. 2017, 2020), U.K. Met Office Hadley 
Centre SST (HadSST.4.0.1.0; Kennedy et al. 2019), and Daily Optimum Interpolation SST (DOISST 
v2.1; Huang et al. 2021a). SST anomalies (SSTAs) are calculated relative to their 1991–2020 baseline 
period climatologies. The magnitudes of SSTAs are compared against SST standard deviations 
(std. dev.) for 1991–2020.

Over the global oceans, ERSSTv5 analysis shows that average SSTA decreased from +0.41° ± 
0.02°C in 2019 and +0.39° ± 0.01°C in 2020, to +0.29° ± 0.01°C in 2021, due to continued La Niña 
conditions in the tropical Pacific (detailed later in this section). Here, the uncertainty is estimated 
by a Student’s t-test using a 500-member ensemble based on ERSSTv5 with randomly drawn 
parameter values within reasonable ranges in the SST reconstructions (Huang et al. 2015, 2020).

Annually averaged SSTAs in 2021 (Fig. 3.1a) have a pattern typical of La Niña in the Pacific: SSTAs 
were between +0.2°C and +1.0°C in the western North Pacific and western South Pacific and be-
tween −0.2°C and −0.5°C in the tropical Pacific east of 165°E, and the eastern South Pacific south 
of 45°S. SSTAs were between +0.2°C and +1.0°C in most of the North Atlantic and between +0.2°C 
and +0.5°C in the tropical and South Atlantic. SSTAs were weak (within ±0.2°C) in the Indian 
Ocean and the coastal Arctic.

Averaged SSTs in 2021 compared with 
2020 values (Fig. 3.1b) decreased in most 
of the global oceans by −0.2°C to −0.5°C, 
except for localized increases in the 
southern Indian Ocean near 30°S, the 
central North Pacific near 35°N and 180°, 
the central South Pacific near 30°S, the 
South Atlantic near 45°S, and the North 
Atlantic north of 45°N. 

Cooling in the tropical Pacific (Fig. 3.1b) 
is associated with the evolution of a sus-
tained La Niña, which weakened from 
November 2020 to May 2021, then re-
formed in July 2021, and strengthened 
through the end of the year (Li et al. 
2022). The negative SSTAs along the west 
coast of North America and large positive 
SSTAs in the central and western North 
Pacific (Fig. 3.1a) are consistent with the 
negative phase of the Pacific decadal os-
cillation (PDO; Mantua and Hare 2002). 
The PDO index became more negative 
between 2020 and 2021. The Indian Ocean 
dipole (IOD) index (Saji et al. 1999), which 
is correlated with the east–west SSTA 
gradient in the Indian Ocean, was weakly 
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negative, but near-neutral (within ±0.5°C) in 2021. The Atlantic Niño index (ATL3; Zebiak 1993), 
which was associated with the evolution of an Atlantic Niño represented by the positive SSTA in 
the central-eastern tropical Atlantic in JJA and SON (Figs. 3.2c,d). There was also a substantial 
positive SSTA off the west coast of southern Africa in JJA, indicating a substantial Benguela Niño 
(Fig. 3.2c). The overall pattern of SSTAs in the four seasons of 2021 (Fig. 3.2) is similarly reflective 
of the sustained La Niña and close to that of annually-averaged SSTA in Fig. 3.1. The negative 
SSTAs in the central-eastern tropical Pacific were strong (−1.0°C to −1.5°C; 1 to 2 std. dev. below 
average) in DJF and SON, but weaker in JJA. The positive SSTAs in the North and South Pacific 
were strong (+1.0°C to +1.5°C; 1 to 2 std. dev. above average) in DJF and SON but weaker in JJA. 
These seasonal SST patterns are directly associated with the weakening La Niña in the first half 
of 2021 and the emerging second year La Niña in the latter half of 2021, a typical double-dip La 
Niña event (Okumura and Deser 2010; Hu et al. 2014).

The large positive SSTAs resulted in a series of marine heatwaves in the past few years (Oliver 
et al. 2017; Perkins-Kirkpatrick et al. 2019; Babcock et al. 2019; Huang et al. 2021b). In 2021, marine 
heatwaves were observed in the North Pacific in JJA, the regions of the Maritime Continent in JJA 
and SON, the western boundary of the North Atlantic in JJA, and the Arctic coast of Eurasia in 
JJA (see section 2b4 for more information on global marine heatwaves).

Long-term warming of global ocean SSTs since the 1950s is clear. The averaged SST reached its 
record high in 2016 (SSTA of +0.44°C; Figs. 3.3a,b) and decreased slightly after 2016. The averaged 
SSTAs were +0.39°C in 2020 and +0.29°C in 2021. The linear trend of globally annually-averaged 
ERSSTv5 SSTAs is 0.10° ± 0.01°C decade−1 over 1950–2021 (Table 3.1). The warming remained largest 
in the tropical Indian Ocean (Fig. 3.3e; 0.14° ± 0.02°C decade−1) and smallest in the North Pacific 

Fig. 3.2. Seasonally-averaged SSTAs of ERSSTv5 (°C, shading) for (a) Dec 2020–Feb 2021, (b) Mar–May 2021, (c) Jun–Aug 2021, 
and (d) Sep–Nov 2021. Normalized seasonal mean SSTAs relative to seasonal mean standard deviations over 1991–2020 
are indicated by contours of −2 (dashed white), −1 (dashed black), 1 (solid black), and 2 (solid white).
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(Fig. 3.3d; 0.09° ± 0.04°C decade−1). In contrast, the warming trend was high in the North Pacific 
(0.36° ± 0.13°C) and low in the tropical Pacific (0.14° ± 0.16°C) in the more recent period (2000–21).

Variations of SSTAs in the North Atlantic (Fig. 3.3f) are evident at interannual and interdecadal 
time scales and in long-term trends (Li et al. 2020). The interdecadal component is mainly 

Fig. 3.3. Annually-averaged SSTAs (°C) of ERSSTv5 (solid white) and 2 std. dev. (gray shading) of ERSSTv5, SSTAs of 
HadSST.4.0.1.0 (solid red), and SSTAs of DOISST v2.1 (solid green) for 1950–2021 except for (b,f). (a) Global, (b) global for 
1880–2021, (c) tropical Pacific, (d) North Pacific, (e) tropical Indian, (f) North Atlantic for 1880–2021, (g) tropical Atlantic, 
and (h) Southern Oceans. The 2 std. dev. envelope was derived from a 500-member ensemble analysis based on ERSSTv5 
(Huang et al. 2020) and centered to SSTAs of ERSSTv5. The years 2000 and 1950 in (b) and (f) are indicated by vertical 
black dotted lines.
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associated with the Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV; Schlesinger and Ramankutty 1994). 
The AMV may have in turn resulted from some internal and external factors such as aerosol emis-
sions and variations in the strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Wang and 
Yang 2017; Zhang et al. 2019). In the North Atlantic, there were warm periods in the AMV from 
the 1930s to the 1950s and from the late 1990s to the 2010s, and cold periods before the 1930s and 
from the 1960s to the early 1990s (Li et al. 2020). In the North Pacific (Fig. 3.3d), SSTAs decreased 
from the 1960s to the late 1980s, followed by an increase from the later 1980s to the 2010s.

ERSSTv5 SSTAs were compared with those from HadSST.4.0.1.0 and DOISST v2.1. All datasets 
were annually averaged and interpolated to a 2° × 2° grid for comparison purposes. Departures 
of DOISST v2.1 and HadSST.4.0.1.0 annual anomalies from those of ERSSTv5 are largely within ±2 
std. dev. (gray shading in Fig. 3.3) except in the 1960s−1970s and before the 1910s. The ±2 std. dev. 
envelope was derived from a 500-member ensemble analysis based on ERSSTv5 (Huang et al. 2020) 
and centered on SSTAs of ERSSTv5. In the 2000s–2010s, SSTAs were slightly higher in DOISST v2.1 
than in ERSSTv5 in the southern, tropical Atlantic, tropical Indian, and tropical Pacific Oceans. As 
a result, SST trends were slightly higher in DOISST v2.1 over 2000–21 than in ERSSTv5. Previous 
studies (Huang et al. 2015; Kent et al. 2017) have indicated that these SSTA differences are mostly 
attributable to the differences in bias corrections applied to ship observations in those products 
and represent structural uncertainty among different SST products (Kennedy 2013).

c. Ocean heat content—G. C. Johnson, J. M. Lyman, T. Boyer, L. Cheng, J. Gilson, S. Katsunari, R. E. Killick, 
R. Locarnini, A. Mishonov, S. G. Purkey, and J. Reagan
Owing to increases in greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, the oceans have been warming 

for decades, storing about 91% of the energy gained by Earth’s climate system from 1971 to 2018 
(IPCC 2021). Ocean thermal expansion from warming accounted for about 50% of the increase in 
global average sea level during this same period (IPCC 2021). This warming, while surface inten-
sified, has also been observed from 4000 to 6000-m depth in the coldest, densest bottom waters 
that sink from the surface to the abyss around Antarctica (Purkey and Johnson 2010). Regional 
climate patterns such as ENSO effect changes in ocean heating through air–sea heat flux and 
wind-driven thermocline depth variations. The overall warming trend has become increasingly 
widespread with time (Johnson and Lyman 2020). This trend has increased the frequency and 
intensity of marine heat waves (Laufkötter et al. 2020), at least relative to a fixed historical base 
period. Additionally, warmer upper ocean waters can drive stronger hurricanes (Goni et al. 2009). 
Ocean warming has also been shown to increase melting rates of ice sheet outlet glaciers around 
Greenland (Castro de la Guardia et al. 2015) and Antarctica (Schmidtko et al. 2014).

Table 3.1. Linear trends (°C decade−1) of annually and regionally averaged SSTAs from ERSSTv5, 
HadSST4.0.1.0, and DOISST v2.1. Uncertainties at 95% confidence level are estimated accounting for the 
effective degrees of freedom estimated using lag-1 autocorrelations of annually-averaged SST time series.

Product Region
2000–2021 

(°C decade–1)
1950–2021 

(°C decade–1)

HadSST.4.0.1.0 Global 0.175 ± 0.067 0.117 ± 0.018

DOISST v2.1 Global 0.190 ± 0.057 N/A

ERSSTv5 Global 0.158 ± 0.065 0.102 ± 0.013

ERSSTv5 Tropical Pacific (30°S–30°N) 0.141 ± 0.163 0.099 ± 0.026

ERSSTv5 North Pacific (30°–60°N) 0.364 ± 0.127 0.086 ± 0.040

ERSSTv5 Tropical Indian Ocean (30°S–30°N) 0.184 ± 0.083 0.141 ± 0.017

ERSSTv5 North Atlantic (30°–60°N) 0.158 ± 0.088 0.115 ± 0.046

ERSSTv5 Tropical Atlantic (30°S–30°N) 0.151 ± 0.084 0.112 ± 0.020

ERSSTv5 Southern Ocean (30°–60°S) 0.117 ± 0.053 0.098 ± 0.015
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Maps of annual (Fig. 3.4) upper 
(0–700 m) ocean heat content anomaly 
(OHCA) relative to a 1993–2021 baseline 
mean are generated from a combination 
of in situ ocean temperature data and 
satellite altimetry data following Willis 
et al. (2004), but using Argo (Riser et al. 
2016) data downloaded from an Argo 
Global Data Assembly Centre in Janu-
ary 2022. Near-global average seasonal 
temperature anomalies (Fig. 3.5) versus 
pressure from Argo data (Roemmich and 
Gilson 2009, updated) since 2004 and 
in situ global estimates of OHCA (Fig. 
3.6) for three pressure layers (0–700 m, 
700–2000 m, and 2000–6000 m) from 
five different research groups are also 
discussed.

La Niña conditions existed from 
August 2020 through May 2021, and 
then again from August 2021 through 
at least December 2021 (see section 
4b). Thus, the 2021 minus 2020 differ-
ence of 0–700-m OHCA (Fig. 3.4b) in 
the tropical Pacific is much like that for 
2020 minus 2019 (Johnson et al. 2021), 
showing a continued increase in the 
western tropical Pacific and a contin-
ued decrease in the central to eastern 
equatorial Pacific. This pattern exists 
because anomalously strong easterly 
trade winds (see Fig. 3.13a) associated 
with La Niña drive anomalous westward 
surface currents on the equator (see Figs. 
3.18 and 3.19b–d) linked to a shoaling 
of the equatorial thermocline in the 
central and eastern equatorial Pacific 
and a deepening of the western tropical 
Pacific warm pool, which also shifts 
warm anomalies from 0–100 dbar down 
to 100–400 dbar in the global average 
(Fig. 3.5a). As a result of these prolonged 
La Niña conditions, the 2021 upper ocean 
heat content anomalies (Fig. 3.4a) in 
the equatorial Pacific are negative in 
the east and positive in the west, with a 
remarkable warm band extending east-

southeastward from about 5°S, 150°E to 25°S, 120°W. Outside of the tropics, higher 2021 minus 
2020 differences exist in the centers of the North and South Pacific basins, with some lower values 
in the eastern portions of the basins consistent with a continued intensified negative phase of 

Fig. 3.4. (a) Combined satellite altimeter and in situ ocean tem-
perature data estimate of upper (0–700 m) OHCA (× 109 J m−2) 
for 2021 analyzed following Willis et al. (2004) but using an 
Argo monthly climatology and displayed relative to a 1993–2021 
baseline. (b) 2021 minus 2020 combined estimates of OHCA ex-
pressed as a local surface heat flux equivalent (W m−2). For (a) and 
(b) comparisons, note that 95 W m−2 applied over one year results in 
a 3 × 109 J m−2 change of OHCA. (c) Linear trend from 1993–2021 of 
the combined estimates of upper (0–700 m) annual OHCA (W m−2). 
Areas with statistically insignificant trends are stippled.
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the Pacific decadal oscillation index 
in 2021 (section 3b). The center of the 
Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean 
cooled from 2020 to 2021. The Kuroshio 
extension was anomalously warm in 
2021, consistent with a northward shift 
of that current (see Fig. 3.18), as was the 
center of the North Pacific basin.

In the Indian Ocean, the 2021 minus 
2020 difference of 0–700-m OHCA (Fig. 
3.4b) exhibits decreases from about 
15°N to 15°S in the western third of 
the basin, extending into the central 
third in a band from about 5°S to 15°S. 
Much of the rest of the basin warmed 
in 2021 relative to 2020. These changes 
were consistent with a weakly negative 
phase of the Indian Ocean dipole index 
for much of 2021. Upper OHCA values 
for 2021 were above the 1993–2021 
mean in much of the Indian Ocean 
(Fig. 3.4a), but a band of values below 
the mean was evident in the western 
two-thirds of the basin from about 5°S 
to 15°S. 

The 2021 minus 2020 differences of 
0–700-m OHCA (Fig. 3.4b) in the Atlan-
tic Ocean are positive in the Labrador 
Sea, the Irminger Sea, much of the 
Greenland Sea, and much of the North 

Atlantic Current. The equatorial Atlantic region also exhibited a warming, but weaker than the 
northern warming over this time period. The Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico exhibited mostly 
cooling, except in the region of the Loop Current in the Gulf, which warmed substantially. In 2021, 
much of the Atlantic Ocean exhibited upper OHCA above the 1993–2021 average (Fig. 3.4a) with 
the main exception being cooler-than-average conditions southeast of Greenland and in the center 
of the Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian Seas. The western North Atlantic and southern portions of 
the subtropical South Atlantic warm anomalies were especially large in 2021.

As expected, the large-scale statistically significant (Fig. 3.4c) regional patterns in the 1993–2021 
local linear trends of upper OHCA were quite similar to those from 1993–2020 (Johnson et al. 2021) 
and earlier reports. Warming trends that were statistically significantly greater than zero occupy 
49% of the global ocean surface area, including much of the Indian Ocean and South Atlantic 
Ocean, the subtropical North Atlantic, the center of the North Pacific, and the western South 
Pacific. The western boundary current extensions all exhibited strong warming trends, which 
may be attributed to their intensification and poleward shift under greenhouse gas warming (Wu 
et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2016). Statistically significant cooling trends occupied only 3% of the ocean 
area, with the most prominent region being southeast of Greenland in the North Atlantic, linked 
to a decrease in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC; Dima and Lohmann 2010; 
Caesar et al. 2018) as well as aerosol-shortwave-cloud feedbacks (Josey et al. 2018). In general, the 
longer the period over which these trends are estimated, the more of the ocean surface area warms 
and the less of it cools at statistically significant rates (Johnson and Lyman 2020).

Fig. 3.5. (a) Near-global (65°S–80°N, excluding continental shelves, 
the Indonesian seas, and the Sea of Okhostk) average monthly ocean 
temperature anomalies (°C; updated from Roemmich and Gilson 
[2009]) relative to record-length average monthly values, smoothed 
with a 5-month Hanning filter and contoured at odd 0.02°C intervals 
(see color bar) vs. pressure and time. (b) Linear trend of temperature 
anomalies over time for the length of the record in (a) plotted vs. 
pressure in °C decade−1 (blue line).
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Near-global average seasonal tem-
perature anomalies (Fig. 3.5a) from 
the start of 2004 through the end of 
2021 exhibit a clear surface-intensi-
fied, record-length warming trend 
(Fig. 3.5b) that approaches +0.2°C 
decade−1 at the surface, matching 
well with SST trends from 2001 to 
2021 (section 3b). This trend gener-
ally decreases with increasing pres-
sure (depth), but is positive from the 
surface to the 2000-dbar target maxi-
mum sampling pressure of Core Argo. 
The reduction of warm anomalies 
during 2020 and 2021 in the upper 100 
dbar, with increases in warming from 
100 to 400 dbar, is consistent with 
the presence of La Niña conditions in 
2020 and 2021. The opposite pattern 
is evident during El Niño years (e.g., 
2009/10, 2015/16, and 2018/19).

As noted in previous reports, the 
analysis is extended back in time 
from the Argo period to 1993 and 
expanded to examine greater depths, 
using sparser, more heterogeneous 
historical data collected mostly from 
ships (e.g., Abraham et al. 2013). The 
different estimates of annual globally 
integrated 0–700-m OHCA (Fig. 3.6a) 
all reveal a large increase since 1993, 
with all of the five analyses report-
ing 2021 as a record high. All five of 
the globally integrated 700–2000-m 
OCHA annual analyses (Fig. 3.6b) also 
report 2021 as a record high, and the 
long-term warming trend in this layer 
is also clear. The water column from 
0–700 m and 700–2000 m gained 10.2 
(±1.6) and 5.1 (±1.1) ZJ, respectively 
(means and standard deviations 
given) from 2020 to 2021. Causes of 
differences among estimates are discussed in Johnson et al. (2015).

The estimated linear rates of heat gain for each of the five global integral estimates of 0–700-m 
OHCA from 1993 through 2021 (Fig. 3.6a) range from 0.37 (±0.05) to 0.44 (±0.12) W m−2 applied 
over the surface area of Earth (Table 3.2), rather than the surface area of the ocean, the better to 
compare to top-of-the-atmosphere energy imbalance (e.g., Loeb et al. 2021). These results are not 
much different from those in previous reports, although with an increasing record length, trend 
uncertainties tend to decrease and differences among analyses tend to grow smaller. Linear trends 
from the 700–2000-m layer over the same time period range from 0.17 (±0.03) to 0.29 (±0.03) W m−2. 

Fig. 3.6. (a) Annual average global integrals of in situ estimates of 
upper (0–700 m) OHCA (ZJ; 1 ZJ = 1021 J) for 1993–2021 with standard 
errors of the mean. The MRI /JMA estimate is an update of Ishii et al. 
(2017). The PMEL /JPL /JIMAR estimate is an update and refinement of 
Lyman and Johnson (2014). The Met Office Hadley Centre estimate 
is computed from gridded monthly temperature anomalies (relative 
to 1950–2019) following Palmer et al. (2007) and Good et al. (2013). 
Both the PMEL and Met Office estimates use Cheng et al. (2014) XBT 
corrections and Gouretski and Cheng (2020) MBT corrections. The 
NCEI estimate follows Levitus et al. (2012). The IAP/CAP estimate is 
reported in Cheng et al. (2021). See Johnson et al. (2014) for details on 
uncertainties, methods, and datasets. For comparison, all estimates 
have been individually offset (vertically on the plot), first to their 
individual 2005–21 means (the best sampled time period), and then 
to their collective 1993 mean. (b) Annual average global integrals of 
in situ estimates of intermediate (700–2000 m) OHCA for 1993–2021 
with standard errors of the mean, and a long-term trend with one 
standard error uncertainty shown from September 1992 to January 
2012 for deep and abyssal (z > 2000 m) OHCA following Purkey and 
Johnson (2010) but updated using all repeat hydrographic section 
data available from https: //cchdo.ucsd.edu/ as of Jan 2022
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Trends in the 0–700-m layer all agree within their 5%–95% confidence intervals. However, as 
noted in previous reports, the trends in the 700–2000-m layer, which is quite sparsely sampled 
prior to the start of the Argo era (circa 2005), do not all overlap within uncertainties. Different 
methods for dealing with under-sampled regions likely cause this disagreement. Using repeat 
hydrographic section data collected from 1981 to 2021 to update the estimate of Purkey and Johnson 
(2010) for 2000–6000 m, the linear trend is 0.07 (±0.03) W m−2 from September 1992 to January 
2012 (these dates are global average times of first and last sampling of the sections). Summing 
the three layers (despite their slightly different time periods as given above), the full-depth ocean 
heat gain rate ranges from 0.64 to 0.80 W m−2 applied to Earth’s entire surface.

d. Salinity—G. C. Johnson, J. Reagan, J. M. Lyman, T. Boyer, C. Schmid, and R. Locarnini
1) INTRODUCTION
Salinity is the mass of dissolved salts per unit mass of sea water, and a nearly conservative 

tracer. Climatological mean salinity values fall below 28.0 or above 37.4 g kg−1 for only 1% of the 
ocean surface area each. Temperature and salinity are used in tandem to identify water masses 
and assess water mass mixing throughout the global ocean. Surface mixed layer salinity is modi-
fied through evaporation, precipitation, advection, mixing, entrainment, river runoff, and ice 
freezing or melting (Ren et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2011). Large-scale salinity patterns generally reflect 
large-scale evaporation and precipitation patterns (Wüst 1936), with precipitation-dominated re-
gions (e.g., the ITCZ) exhibiting low values and evaporation-dominated regions (e.g., subtropics) 
exhibiting high values. Roughly 86% of global evaporation and 78% of global precipitation occurs 
over the ocean (Baumgartner and Reichel 1975; Schmitt 1995). Changes in salinity have been used 
to estimate changes in the hydrological cycle (e.g., Durack et al. 2012; Skliris et al. 2014, 2016).

Seawater density is a function of temperature, salinity, and pressure. Thus, any changes to 
salinity distributions potentially impact a water parcel’s ability to sink. Relatively cold, salty, 
dense waters that sink at high latitudes comprise the lower limb of the global thermohaline 
circulation (Gordon 1986; Broecker 1991). Numerical model experiments have shown that the 
Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (section 3h) generally weakens in response to surface 
freshening (e.g., Stouffer et al. 2006; Smith and Gregory 2009). It is therefore critical that surface 
and subsurface salinity changes are monitored since they can act as a proxy for changes in the 
hydrological cycle and can impact the global ocean circulation.

Table 3.2. Trends of ocean heat content increase (in W m−2 applied over the 5.1 × 1014 m2 
surface area of Earth) from six different research groups over three depth ranges (see 
Fig. 3.6 for details). For the 0–700-m and 700–2000-m depth ranges, estimates cover 
1993–2021, with 5%–95% uncertainties based on the residuals taking their temporal cor-
relation into account when estimating degrees of freedom (Von Storch and Zwiers 1999). 
The 2000–6000-m depth range estimate, an update of Purkey and Johnson (2010), uses 
data from 1981 to 2021, having a global average start and end date of September 1992 to 
January 2012, again with 5%–95% uncertainty.

Global ocean heat content trends (W m−2)

for three depth ranges

Research Group 0–700 m 700–2000 m 2000–6000 m

MRI/JMA 0.37 ± 0.05 0.24 ± 0.04

PMEL/JPL/JIMAR 0.44 ± 0.12 0.29 ± 0.03

NCEI 0.39 ± 0.05 0.19 ± 0.05

Met Office Hadley Centre 0.40 ± 0.08 0.17 ± 0.03

IAP/CAS 0.41 ± 0.04 0.18 ± 0.01

Purkey and Johnson 0.07 ± 0.03
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To investigate interannual changes of subsurface salinity, all available salinity profile data are 
quality controlled following Boyer et al. (2018) and then used to derive 1° monthly mean gridded 
salinity anomalies relative to a long-term monthly mean for years 1955–2017 (World Ocean Atlas 
2018, WOA18; Zweng et al. 2018) at standard depths from the surface to 2000 m (Boyer et al. 2018). 
In recent years, the largest source of salinity profiles is the profiling floats of the Argo program 

(Riser et al. 2016). These data are a mix 
of real-time (preliminary) and delayed-
mode (scientific quality controlled) obser-
vations. Hence, the estimates presented 
here may be subject to instrument biases 
such as a positive salinity drift identified 
in a subset of Argo CTDs, and will change 
after all data are subjected to scientific 
quality control. The SSS analysis relies on 
Argo data downloaded in January 2022, 
with annual anomaly maps relative to a 
seasonal climatology generated follow-
ing Johnson and Lyman (2012), as well 
as monthly maps of bulk (as opposed to 
skin) SSS data from the Blended Analy-
sis of Surface Salinity (BASS; Xie et al. 
2014). BASS blends in situ SSS data with 
data from the Aquarius (Le Vine et al. 
2014; mission ended in June 2015), Soil 
Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS; Font 
et al. 2013), and the Soil Moisture Active 
Passive (SMAP; Fore et al. 2016) satellite 
missions. Despite the larger uncertain-
ties of satellite data relative to Argo data, 
their higher spatial and temporal sam-
pling allows higher spatial and temporal 
resolution maps than are possible using 
in situ data alone at present. All salinity 
values used in this section are reported as 
observed, on the dimensionless Practical 
Salinity Scale-78 (PSS-78; Fofonoff and 
Lewis 1979).

2) SEA SURFACE SALINITY—
G. C. Johnson and J. M. Lyman

As noted in previous reports, since 
salinity has no direct feedback to the 
atmosphere, large-scale SSS anomalies 
can be quite persistent. (In contrast, SST 
anomalies are often damped by air–sea 
heat exchange.) For instance, the large 
fresh SSS anomaly in 2021 in the north-
eastern Pacific (Fig. 3.7a) began around 
2016 in the central North Pacific (near 
40°N between Hawaii and the Aleutian 

Fig. 3.7. (a) Map of the 2021 annual surface salinity anomaly (col-
ors, PSS-78) with respect to monthly climatological 1955–2012 
salinity fields from WOA13v2 (yearly average, gray contours at 0.5 
intervals, PSS-78). (b) Difference of 2021 and 2020 surface salinity 
maps (colors, PSS-78 yr–1). White ocean areas are too data-poor 
(retaining < 80% of a large-scale signal) to map. (c) Map of local 
linear trends estimated from annual surface salinity anomalies for 
2005–21 (colors, PSS-78 yr−1). Areas with statistically insignificant 
trends at 5%–95% confidence are stippled. All maps are made 
using Argo data.
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Islands), shifting slowly eastward and then southward over time (see previous State of the Cli-
mate reports), in the same direction as the prevailing currents. This upper ocean fresh anomaly 
increased density stratification, a condition conducive to prolonging and amplifying a marine 
heatwave in the region that started in 2019 (Scannell et al. 2020), and persisted through much of 
2021 (see Figs. 3.2, 3.4a). Elsewhere in the Pacific Ocean, the 2021 fresh SSS anomalies (Fig. 3.7a) 
observed over much of the ITCZ and SPCZ (South Pacific Convergence Zone) and extending north 
of Hawaii in the central Pacific began around 2015 (see previous State of the Climate reports) but 
were generally somewhat reduced from previous years in 2021. In contrast, the salty anomalies 
along and just south of the equator in the western and central Pacific, respectively, strengthened 
in 2021 (Figs. 3.7a,b), again owing to the westward migration of the eastern edge of the fresh pool 
with the persistence of La Niña in much of 2021 (section 4b), linked to the anomalous westward 
currents across the equator in 2021 (Fig. 3.18a) as well as westward shifts in precipitation in the 
region (Fig. 3.12d).

There was mostly freshening of SSS from 2020 to 2021 in the tropical Atlantic ITCZ, salinifica-
tion over much of the South Atlantic, and freshening in much of the Labrador Sea and off the east 
coast of Greenland (Fig. 3.7b). In the Atlantic in 2021, as in many previous years, the relatively 
fresh regions (the subpolar North Atlantic, subantarctic South Atlantic, under the ITCZ, and off 
northern Brazil and Venezuela) were fresher than climatology, and the relatively saltier regions 
(the subtropics) were saltier than climatology (Fig. 3.7a). In 2021 conditions were anomalously 
salty offshore of the east coast of North America from the Gulf of Mexico to Labrador as well as 
offshore of much of the South American east coast.

Freshening in the southeastern tropical Indian Ocean and salinification in much of the north 
and west from 2020 to 2021 (Fig. 3.7b) is consistent with a weak negative Indian Ocean dipole 
index for much of 2021, with increased precipitation in the southeast and reduced precipitation 
to the north and west (see Fig. 3.12). A pronounced freshening west of India from 2020 to 2021 left 
that region fresher than climatology in 2021 (Fig. 3.7a). 

As discussed in previous reports, in a warming climate the atmosphere can hold more water, 
leading to expectations of more evaporation in regions where evaporation is dominant over 

Fig. 3.8. Seasonal maps of SSS anomalies (colors) from monthly blended maps of satellite and in situ salinity data (BASS; 
Xie et al. 2014) relative to monthly climatological 1955–2012 salinity fields from WOA13v2 for (a) Dec 2020–Feb 2021, (b) 
Mar–May 2021, (c) Jun–Aug 2021, and (d) Sep–Nov 2021. Areas with maximum monthly errors exceeding 10 PSS-78 are 
left white.
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precipitation and more precipitation where precipitation exceeds evaporation (Held and Soden 
2006; Durack and Wijffels 2010). In the ocean this translates roughly to “Salty gets saltier and 
fresh gets fresher.” This pattern has been evident in State of the Climate reports going back as far 
as 2006, the first year of the salinity section. In 2021 this pattern held (Fig. 3.7a), with salty SSS 
anomalies in most of the subtropical salinity maxima and fresh SSS anomalies in the eastern 
subpolar North Pacific and North Atlantic, as well as the ITCZs of the Pacific and Atlantic. The 
2005–21 SSS trends (Fig. 3.7c) reflect this pattern to some extent as well, with statistically sig-
nificant (unstippled areas) freshening trends evident in the eastern subpolar North Pacific and 
North Atlantic, the Pacific ITCZ, and the Gulf of Guinea, as well as statistically significant salty 
trends in parts of the subtropics in all basins.

In 2021, the seasonal BASS (Xie et al. 2014) SSS anomalies (Fig. 3.8) show the seasonal progres-
sions of many of the features in the annual anomaly map using Argo data alone (Fig. 3.7a), and 
with higher spatial resolution, albeit with somewhat less accuracy. Iceberg A-68A drifted from 
the Weddell Sea northward and approached South Georgia Island in late 2020 and had broken up 
and nearly completely melted by April 2021. It left behind a fresh SSS anomaly near South Georgia 
Island (54°S, 37°W) in December 2020–February 2021 that drifted slowly eastward during 2021 
and was still visible, although diminished somewhat, in September–November 2021 (Fig. 3.8).

3) SUBSURFACE SALINITY—J. Reagan, T. Boyer, C. Schmid, and R. Locarnini

For the second straight year, all monthly basin-averaged salinity anomalies for 0–1000-m depth 
in the Atlantic were positive in 2021 (Fig. 3.9a). Salinity anomalies > 0.01 reached from 300 to 500 
m during 2012–16, but have increased with depth since, reaching 800 m in 2021. Larger salinity 

Fig. 3.9. Average monthly salinity anomalies from 0–1000 m for 2012–21 for the (a) Atlantic, (d) Pacific, and (g) Indian 
Oceans. Change in salinity from 2020 to 2021 for the (b) Atlantic, (e) Pacific, and (h) Indian Oceans. Change in the 0–500 
m zonal-average salinity from 2020 to 2021 in the (c) Atlantic, (f) Pacific, and (i) Indian Oceans with areas of statistically 
insignificant change, defined as < ±1 std. dev. and calculated from all year-to-year changes between 2005 and 2021, stippled 
in dark gray. Data were smoothed using a 3-month running mean. Anomalies are relative to the long-term (1955–2017) 
WOA18 monthly salinity climatology (Zweng et al. 2018).
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anomalies have followed suit and have also deepened since 2017. This increase is reflected in 
the 2020 to 2021 Atlantic salinity changes (Fig. 3.9b), with the Atlantic increasing in salinity from 
75 to 1000 m. The maximum increase of ~0.013 at 150 m coincides with an increase in zonally-
averaged salinity between 2020 and 2021 at 43°N and 65°N (Fig. 3.9c). In contrast to what was seen 
between 2019 and 2020 (Reagan et al. 2021), the upper 50 m of the Atlantic freshened by ~−0.015 
(Fig. 3.9b) from 2020 to 2021, which is largely a result of freshening just north of the equator and 
north of 50°N (Fig. 3.9c).

The basin-averaged monthly salinity anomalies from 0–1000 m in the Pacific (Fig. 3.9d) have 
followed a similar pattern since 2015 (see Reagan et al. 2020, 2021). The changes from 2020 to 2021 
(Fig. 3.9e) are largely similar to the changes from 2019 to 2020 (Reagan et al. 2021), with increas-
ing salinity in the upper 100 m (max of ~0.015 at 50 m) and freshening from 100 to 200 m (max of 
~−0.0075 at 125 m). The near-surface salinification is visible in the 2020 to 2021 zonally-averaged 
Pacific salinity change (Fig. 3.9f), with increases (> 0.03) confined to the upper 100 m between 
5°S and 20°N and between 35°N and 43°N with the tropical region’s salinification likely due to 
a precipitation decrease (Fig. 3.12) associated with transitioning from a neutral (early 2020) to a 
La Niña phase (late 2020 into 2021) in the Pacific. The freshening from 100 to 200 m (Fig. 3.9e) is 
primarily associated with the subsurface freshening < ~−0.03 at 10°S and 30°N (Fig. 3.9f).

The 2021 0–1000-m Indian basin-average monthly salinity anomalies look similar to those in 
2020 (Fig. 3.9g; Reagan et al. 2021). However, unlike the 2019 to 2020 freshening that took place in 
the upper 100 m (see Fig. 3.9h in Reagan et al. 2021), there was salinification from 2020 to 2021 in 

this layer (Fig. 3.9h), which appears to be 
related to the strong (> 0.06) near-surface 
equatorial salinification (Figs. 3.7b and 
3.9i). On the other hand, for depths 100 to 
1000 m, there was very weak (> −0.005) 
freshening (Fig. 3.9h) from 2020 to 2021.

Zonally-averaged 2005–21 salinity 
trends, with 95% confidence intervals, 
reveal that salinification trends domi-
nate much of the Atlantic south of 45°N 
(Fig. 3.10a). There is a broad area of sa-
linification (> 0.02 decade−1) from ~50°S 
to 20°S, extending from the surface 
to 500 m at 38°S. There are pockets of 
strong near-surface salinification trends 
(> 0.08 decade−1) at 7°N, 27°N, and 40°N, 
with the latter two locations having 
salinification trends extending down to 
750 and 1000 m, respectively. Despite 
basin-wide salinification trends from 
2005 to 2020 (see Fig. 3.10a in Reagan et 
al. 2021), which are driven by both large-
scale and intense small-scale salinifica-
tion trends between 50°S and 45°N, a 
freshening trend from 0 to 1000 m in the 
subpolar North Atlantic between 45°N 
and 65°N from 2005 to 2021 is observed 
(Fig. 3.10a). This subpolar North Atlantic 
freshening may increase stratification 
and decrease density (Gelderloos et al. 

Fig. 3.10. The linear trend of zonally-averaged salinity from 2005 
to 2021 over the upper 1000 m for the (a) Atlantic, (b) Pacific, and 
(c) Indian Oceans. The salinity trend is per decade and computed 
using least squares regression. Areas that are stippled in dark gray 
are not significant at the 95% confidence interval. SST differences 
are significant at 95% level in stippled areas.
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2012), which may affect overflow waters and the deep western boundary current, thus decreasing 
the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation.

The positive and negative zonally-averaged salinity trends are more randomly distributed in 
the Pacific than the Atlantic (Fig. 3.10b). Salinification trends (> 0.02 decade−1) are primarily found 
in the South Pacific centered at 60°S to a depth of 550 m, and at the surface at 30°S extending 
downward and equatorward to ~300 m at 10°S. Near-surface freshening trends (< −0.06 decade−1) 
are found between the equator and 20°N, as well as between 45°N and 60°N. 

Finally, the Indian Ocean’s zonally-averaged salinity trends from 2005 to 2021 primarily 
involve the subsurface. The only region that experienced a freshening trend is between 200 
and 900 m, centered at 18°S and 350 m. Salinification trends dominate much of the subsurface 
centered at ~65°S, 40°S, and 22°N, with the latter exhibiting trends greater than 0.10 decade−1 at 
200 m (Fig. 3.10c).

e. Global ocean heat, freshwater, and momentum fluxes—L. Yu, P. W. Stackhouse, J. Garg, C. Wen, 
and R. A. Weller
The ocean and the atmosphere communicate physically via interfacial exchanges of heat, fresh-

water, and momentum. Most of the shortwave radiation (SW) absorbed by the ocean’s surface is 
returned to the atmosphere by three processes: longwave radiation (LW), turbulent heat loss by 
evaporation (latent heat flux, or LH), and by conduction (sensible heat flux, or SH). The residual 
heat is stored in the warming ocean and transported by the ocean’s circulation, forced primarily by 
the momentum transferred to the ocean by wind stress. Evaporation connects heat and moisture 
transfers; and the latter, together with precipitation and continental runoff, determines the local 
surface freshwater flux. Identifying changes in air–sea fluxes is essential to deciphering observed 
changes in ocean circulation and its transport of heat and salt from the tropics to the poles.

Here we examine air–sea heat fluxes, freshwater fluxes, and wind stress in 2021 and their rela-
tionships with ocean surface variables. Anomalies for 2021 are relative to a 2001–15 climatology, 
which spans from the first full year available, 2001, to 2015, just before the strong El Niño that 
followed. The net surface heat flux, Qnet, is the sum of four terms: SW+LW+LH+SH. The net surface 
freshwater flux into the ocean (neglecting riverine and glacial fluxes from land) is precipitation 
(P) minus evaporation (E), or the P – E flux. Wind stress is computed from satellite wind retriev-
als using the bulk parameterization COARE version 3.5 (Fairall et al. 2003). The production of 
the global maps of Qnet, P – E, and wind stress (Figs. 3.11–3.13) and the long-term perspective of 
the change of the forcing functions (Fig. 3.14) is made possible by integrating multi-group ef-
forts. Ocean surface LH, SH, E and wind stress values are from the Objectively Analyzed air–sea 
Fluxes (OAFlux) project (Yu and Weller 2007). Surface SW and LW radiative fluxes are from the 
Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy Systems (CERES) Fast Longwave And Shortwave Radia-
tive Fluxes (FLASHFlux) version 4A product (Stackhouse et al. 2006). Global P is derived from 
the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) version 2.3 products (Adler et al. 2018). The 
CERES Energy Balanced and Filled (EBAF) surface SW and LW version 4.1 products (Loeb et al. 
2018; Kato et al. 2018) are used in the time series analysis.

1) SURFACE HEAT FLUXES
The 2021 Qnet anomaly pattern (Fig. 3.11a) has predominant positive anomalies (anomalously 

downward heat input; a warming effect on the ocean) in the equatorial and South Pacific and 
Indian Oceans. In the North Pacific, positive anomalies occurred along the Kuroshio extension 
near 35°N, perhaps associated with a northward shift in that current (Fig. 3.18a), resulting in less 
heat flux out of the ocean (positive anomalous fluxes into the ocean) in the region where the 
current vacated. In the North Atlantic, positive anomalies occurred at two locations: the Gulf of 
Mexico and the Sargasso Sea (10°–30°N), and the subpolar gyre including the Labrador and the 
Irminger Seas (40°–65°N). Negative Qnet anomalies (anomalously upward heat release; a cooling 
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effect on the ocean) dominated the tropical Atlantic from 30°S to 30°N, and also the subtropical 
(5°–20°N) and eastern (30°–60°N) North Pacific. The magnitude of maximum positive and nega-
tive anomalies exceeded 20 W m−2 in some localized bands.

The 2021 minus 2020 Qnet differences (Fig. 3.11b) have a spatial structure similar to the 2021 
anomalies (Fig. 3.11a) in the extratropical region but different in the tropical ocean. There are 
more positive Qnet 2021 minus 2020 differences in the tropical basins, which are attributable to 
the reduced LH+SH differences (negative in reddish colors). Here, increased LH+SH (positive 
anomalies) have a cooling effect (blue colors) on the ocean and conversely, reduced LH+SH (nega-
tive anomalies) have a warming effect (red colors). In regions where winds are moderate and 
less variable, LH+SH heat release generally decreases with decreasing SST and increases with 
increasing SST. During this double-dip La Niña, LH+SH weakened accordingly associated with 
negative SSTA in the central and eastern tropical Pacific, resulting in an increase of Qnet input to 
the ocean. In general, SW+LW 2021 minus 2020 differences (Fig. 3.11c) are comparably weaker than 
LH+SH differences, with maximum magnitude around 10 W m−2. However, SW+LW and LH+SH 
differences have similar spatial structures over most of the global ocean.

Outside of the tropical ocean, the LH+SH anomalies are most pronounced in the subpolar North 
Atlantic (40°–65°N), including the Labrador and Irminger Seas, with magnitude reduced by more 
than 25 W m−2. The subdued turbulent heat release was associated with marked weakening of 
surface winds (Fig. 3.13b) and surface warming (see Fig. 3.1b) in the region.

2) SURFACE FRESHWATER FLUXES
The spatial structure of the 2021 P – E anomaly field (Fig. 3.12a) has an interesting correlation 

with the 2021 SSTA pattern (Fig. 3.1a). In the Pacific, the SSTA horseshoe pattern is shaped by 
a strong negative Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) phase and a double-dip La Niña, with posi-
tive SSTA in the western Pacific and negative SSTA in the central and eastern Pacific. P – E had 
positive anomalies (green colors in Fig. 3.12; a freshening effect on the ocean surface) in regions 

Fig. 3.11. (a) Surface heat flux (Qnet) anomalies (W m−2) for 2021 relative to a 2001–15 climatology. Positive values denote 
ocean heat gain. 2021 minus 2020 difference for (b) Qnet and (c) surface radiation (SW+LW), and (d) turbulent heat fluxes 
(LH+SH), respectively. Positive differences denote more ocean heat gain in 2021 than in 2020, consistent with the reversal 
of the color scheme in (d). LH+SH are from OAFlux, and SW+LW is the NASA FLASHFlux version 4A.
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of positive SSTA and negative anomalies (brown colors in Fig. 3.12; a salinification effect on the 
ocean surface) in regions of negative SSTA. The reduced net freshwater input (> 60 cm yr−1) in 
the central and eastern equatorial Pacific was caused by the westward retreat of tropical rainfall 
during La Niña.

The relationship between P – E and SSTA in the Atlantic Ocean, however, differs from that in 
the Pacific. The Atlantic Ocean was abnormally warm in 2021 across almost all latitudes except 
for a limited cool region in the Irminger Sea near 60°N. The positive SSTA pattern corresponds 
with negative (dry) P – E anomalies, excluding the equatorial band. The drying condition was 
caused primarily by the reduction in P, leading to a net freshwater deficit of about 20 cm yr−1. 

The 2021 minus 2020 P – E difference pattern (Fig. 3.12b) is similar to the 2021 P – E anomaly 
pattern (Fig. 3.12a), with the tropical Indian Ocean being the only region where the differences 
are substantially larger than anomalies. Bands of reduced P – E differences (negative anomalies 
with magnitude greater than 60 cm yr−1) dominated the equatorial and western tropical Indian 
Ocean. These changes were induced primarily by P (Fig. 3.12d) and secondarily by E (Fig. 3.12c). 
These P – E differences coincided with the bands of increased SW+LW differences (Fig. 3.11c), 
indicating that SW+LW increased in areas of reduced rainfall when the region was subject to a 
negative Indian Ocean dipole (IOD) index with predominant negative SSTA.

3) WIND STRESS
The 2021 wind stress anomaly pattern (Fig. 3.13a) is dominated by wind changes at mid- to 

high latitudes. In the Southern Hemisphere, the westerlies strengthened substantially over the 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) region between 50° and 60°S, featuring positive anomalies 
across the entire belt with varying magnitudes. The center of the maximum enhancement occurred 
in the Pacific sector (from the dateline to 80°E), with the anomalies reaching up to 0.05 N m−2, 
whereas anomalies in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean sectors were 0.03 N m−2. In the North Pa-
cific and North Atlantic Oceans, the midlatitude westerlies became weaker, with negative wind 

Fig. 3.12. (a) Surface freshwater (P − E) flux anomalies (cm yr−1) for 2021 relative to a 1988–2015 climatology. 2021 minus 
2020 differences for (b) P – E, (c) evaporation (E), and (d) precipitation (P). Green colors denote anomalous ocean mois-
ture gain, and browns denote loss, consistent with the reversal of the color scheme in (c). P is the GPCP version 2.3rB1 
product, and E is from OAFlux.
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anomalies predominating in the mid- to high latitudes (30°–70°N). The westerlies in the North 
Pacific weakened in the central basin and strengthened in the peripheral areas. By comparison, 
the westerlies in the North Atlantic weakened considerably around a slightly strengthened core 
near 50°N, and the reduction in wind magnitude was particularly pronounced in the northern 
North Atlantic between 50° and 65°N, with anomalies exceeding −0.05 N m−2. Wind changes in 
the tropical oceans were small, where northeasterlies decreased slightly and southeasterlies 
increased slightly in the Pacific. The extratropical wind stress anomaly pattern in 2021 is further 
amplified in the 2021 minus 2020 wind stress difference map (Fig. 3.13b), most evidently in the 
North Atlantic and over the southern ACC. The westerlies in the North Pacific were mostly stronger 
than those in 2020, though weaker than those in 2020 in the center of the basin.

Spatial variations of winds cause divergence and convergence of the Ekman transport, lead-
ing to a vertical velocity, termed Ekman pumping (downwelling; directed downward) and suc-
tion (upwelling; directed upward) velocity, WEK, at the base of the Ekman layer. WEK = 1/pΔ×(τ/f), 
where p is the density and f the Coriolis force. The 2021 WEK anomaly pattern (Fig. 3.13c) shows 
marked downwelling (negative) anomalies in the off-equatorial Pacific and marked upwelling 
(positive) anomalies in the off-equatorial Indian Ocean with magnitudes exceeding 16 cm yr−1 
in both regions. These anomalies represent an enhancement of the regional mean conditions. 
On the other hand, the upwelling (positive) anomalies north of the equatorial Atlantic were a 
reduction of the typical downwelling condition. Outside of the equatorial zones, WEK anomalies 
of substantial magnitude are observed at higher latitudes. The strengthened westerlies over the 
ACC induced larger upwelling (positive) anomalies, further amplifying the typical upper Ekman 
suction. The weakened westerlies in the North Atlantic produced downwelling anomalies to the 
north and upwelling anomalies to the south, which weakened the mean conditions. The 2021 WEK 
2021 minus 2020 difference pattern (Fig. 3.13d) suggests that there was an enhanced mean up-
welling in the southeastern equatorial Indian Ocean during this weakly negative IOD index year, 

Fig. 3.13. (a) Wind stress magnitude (colors) and vector anomalies (N m−2) for 2021 relative to a 1988–2015 climatology, 
(b) 2021 minus 2020 differences in wind stress, (c) Ekman vertical velocity (WEK; cm day−1) anomalies for 2021 relative to 
a 1988–2015 climatology, and (d) 2021 minus 2020 differences in WEK. In (c) and (d), positive values denote upwelling 
tendency, and negative downwelling tendency. Winds are computed from the OAFlux.
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an enhanced mean downwelling in the 
western equatorial Pacific during the 
double-dip La Niña, and a weakened 
mean downwelling in the equatorial 
Atlantic when a strong Atlantic Niño 
prevailed.

4) LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE
Multi-decade annual mean time series 

of Qnet, P – E, and wind stress averaged 
over the global ice-free oceans (Figs. 
3.14a–c) provide a long-term perspective 
on the 2021 ocean surface forcing func-
tions. The Qnet time series commenced 
in 2001, when CERES EBAF4.1 surface 
radiation products became available. 
The P – E and wind stress time series 
both start in 1988 when modern flux 
data records can be assembled with the 
availability of Special Sensor Micro-
wave/Imager (SSM/I) satellite retrievals.

Qnet was less variable between 2001 
and 2007 but had large interannual fluc-
tuations thereafter. The total downward 
heat flux into the global ocean increased 
by about 3 W m−2 during 2011–16, when 
the tropical Pacific underwent a strong 
La Niña event in 2011 and a strong El 
Niño event in 2016. This period of in-
creased oceanic heat gain coincided 

with an increase of the global mean SST by about 0.35°C (see Fig. 3.3). Qnet went down during the 
2017–18 La Niña and has slowly built up since then. The 2021 Qnet was up slightly from the 2020 
Qnet. The P – E time series shows similar interannual variability to that of the Qnet time series, and 
the 2021 level was down slightly from the 2020 level. The data record of wind stress is largely flat 
in the recent two decades after a regime shift around 1999. The 2021 winds were up slightly from 
the 2020 level. The error bars in the time series represent one standard deviation of year-to-year 
variability.

Fig. 3.14. Annual mean time series of global averages of (a) net 
surface heat flux (Qnet; W m−2) from the combination of CERES 
EBAF4.1 SW+LW and OAFlux LH+SH. The 2021 Qnet estimate is 
based on FLASHFlux and OAFlux. Qnet anomalies are relative to 
the 2001–15 climatology, and positive anomalies denote increased 
net downward heat flux into the ocean that has a warming effect 
on the ocean surface. (b) Net freshwater flux (P − E; cm yr−1) from 
the combination of GPCP P and OAFlux E. P P − E and anomalies 
are relative to a 1988–2015 climatology, and positive anomalies 
denote increased freshwater flux into the ocean that causes sea 
surface freshening. (c) Wind stress magnitude (N m−2) from OAFlux. 
Wind stress anomalies are relative to a 1988–2015 climatology, 
and positive anomalies denote increased wind stress magnitude 
over the ocean. Error bars denote one standard deviation of 
annual mean variability.

Sidebar 3.1: Ocean, cryosphere, and sea level change in the IPCC AR6—B. FOX-KEMPER,  
H. T. HEWITT, AND D. NOTZ

The Sixth Assessment Report (AR6) of the United Nations 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was ap-
proved and released in 2022. We were authors of the “Ocean, 
Cryosphere, and Sea Level Change” chapter (Fox-Kemper et al. 
2021a). The AR6 differs from past reports in format: previous 
topics are recombined into global chapters, process chapters 
(including ours), regional chapters, and an interactive atlas. 

The AR6 cycle also includes two special reports with significant 
oceanic content (IPCC 2018, 2019).

The AR6 covers observations and projections of key climate 
metrics, including two new ones: upper ocean stratification and 
mixed layer depth (Figs. SB 3.1b,c). These metrics link climate 
change with ocean ecosystem impacts (IPCC 2019) and air–sea 
transfer biases. Rapid progress in analyzing these metrics is 
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reflected by the AR6 assessment of a 4.9 ± 1.5% increase in 
0–200 m stratification from 1970 to 2018, roughly double the 
rate reported by IPCC (2019).

New and continuing monitoring—by tide gauges, Argo, 
satellites, moorings, and glacier and ice sheet inventories—
lengthened and improved on observations in previous reports. 
Notably, loss of ice mass from the ice sheets in Greenland and 
the Antarctic over the period 1992–2020 accounts for more 
than 20 mm of global sea level rise. The combined ice mass loss 
during 2010–19 quadruples the loss over 1992–99, contributing 
alongside increased thermosteric expansion to a rate of sea 
level rise over 2006–18 more than double the 1901–2018 rate.

New model intercomparison projects (MIPs; Eyring et al. 
2016), including the latest CMIP6 ensemble of traditional cli-
mate models, but also eddy-permitting ocean models, process 
MIPs, and emulators of these MIPs (e.g., Edwards et al. 2021) 
build upon past approaches but allow for more revealing projec-
tions in AR6, including anthropogenic attribution of regional 
and extreme events. High-resolution models often improve 
SST, ocean overturning circulation, ocean heat content change, 
and sea ice cover considerably over coarser resolution models.

Over all assessed time windows, the oceans retain over 90% 
of the anthropogenic warming in Earth’s energy budget, over 
30% of the anthropogenic carbon in Earth’s carbon budget, 
and over 40% of anthropogenic sea level rise can be attributed 
to thermosteric expansion (Canadell et al. 2021; Forster et al. 
2021; Fox-Kemper et al. 2021a). CMIP6 models tended toward 
higher climate sensitivity than CMIP5 models, highlighting 
the need to use observations to constrain the assessment 
(Sherwood et al. 2020) and motivating a new AR6 method for 
assessing temperature, energy, and sea level budgets (Forster et 
al. 2021; Fox-Kemper et al. 2021a). Using consistent emulators 
in the energy and sea level assessments proved possible and 
transparent (Palmer et al. 2018; Smith et al. 2021; Fox-Kemper 
et al. 2021b). Measured changes in contributing processes in 
the observed sea level and energy budgets consistently sum to 
agree with observed total rise and warming. The oceanic carbon 
and energy uptake are understood through shared processes 
and circulations (Canadell et al. 2021, IPCC Cross-Chapter Box 
5.3), such as the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation 
(AMOC, section 3h), Southern Ocean overturning, and water 
mass transformations. Both low-resolution and high-resolution 
models consistently project steady decline in AMOC strength 
over this century, but the latest OSNAP data and selected earlier 
observations show a need to revisit AMOC in these models 
and paleoproxies. The lack of present agreement lowered AR6 
confidence in the AMOC centennial reconstructions and model 
projections.

The polar regions are warming the fastest and there the 
ocean changes link directly to cryospheric change (see sections 
5b,6b). Change in the Southern Ocean and adjacent shelves is 

intimately linked to the 
future of the Antarctic 
ice sheet, oceanic and 
atmospheric drivers of 
ice melt, and thus sea 
level rise uncertainty. 
Even high-resolution 
models do not capture 
impor tant  coastal , 
submesoscale,  and 
sub-ice shelf processes. 
Overall oceanic Ant-
arctic change has not 
emerged as clearly as 
Arctic change, but re-
gional Antarctic chang-
es are increasingly ap-
parent in observations 

Fig. SB3.1. New scaling and metrics from the IPCC (Fox-Kemper et al. 2021). (a) Arctic September 
sea ice area (million km2) as a function of cumulative CO2 emissions from observations and pro-
jections (SSPs). (b) CMIP6 33-model winter (Dec–Feb) mixed layer depth ensemble mean bias vs. 
an Argo climatology (m; Holte et al. 2017). (c) CMIP6 22-model ensemble mean winter (Dec–Feb) 
mixed layer depth change (m) from 1995 to 2100 following the SSP5-8.5 scenario.
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and high-resolution models. Arctic September sea ice loss is 
noted in AR6 to be a near-linear function of warming level 
rather than related to a possible tipping point (Fig. SB3.1a).

The observed rate of sea level rise (section 3f) continues 
to increase, assessed in the AR6 as 3.69 [3.21–4.17] mm yr−1 
over 2006 to 2018, compared to 1.73 [1.28–2.17] mm yr−1 from 
1901 to 2018. Overall, projected sea level rise ranges in AR6 are 
consistent with past reports (IPCC 2013, 2019), although emula-
tors of ice sheet model comparisons (ISMIP6 and LARMIP-2) 
and ocean thermosteric expansion allow a greater and more 
transparent exploration of the impacts of ice sheet instabili-
ties, and scenario and model uncertainties on the ranges. For 
example, considering only processes projectable with medium 
confidence, global mean sea level (GMSL) will likely rise by 
2100 between 0.38 [0.28–0.55] m in the low-emission SSP1-1.9 
scenario and 0.77 [0.63–1.02] m in the high-emission SSP5-8.5 
from 1995–2014 levels. By contrast, an AR6 low-likelihood, 
high-impact storyline building upon emulators of models includ-
ing ice sheet instabilities and structured expert judgment has 
roughly double the upper limit of the likely range of sea level 
increase. The potential contribution of processes that cannot 

be ruled out are quantified in AR6 even while still clouded by 
deep uncertainty. 

Building on the IPCC (2018) warming level approach, we 
also sketched outcomes as a function of future potential warm-
ing. Under 1.5–2°C global warming, a practically sea ice-free 
Arctic Ocean is expected in September at least in some years 
as is the loss of up to half of today’s glacier mass and top 3 m 
of permafrost volume. In the long term, committed GMSL rise 
over 2000 years is projected to be 2–6 m with 2°C of peak 
warming. By contrast, warming between 3° and 5°C causes 
the Arctic Ocean to be sea ice-free for several months in most 
years, irreversible loss of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet and most 
of the Greenland Ice Sheet, complete loss of nearly all alpine 
glaciers, and committed GMSL rise over 2000 years of 4–22 m 
will likely occur after this level of peak warming.

In summary, the most recent IPCC report (IPCC 2021) high-
lights yet again the vulnerability and fragility of the world’s 
ocean and cryosphere. Our increasing skill in projecting oceanic 
and cryospheric changes and attributing them to anthropogenic 
climate change foretells millennia of consequences for the 
oceans and cryosphere.

f. Sea level variability and change—P. R. Thompson, M. J. Widlansky, E. Leuliette, D. P. Chambers, W. Sweet, 
B. D. Hamlington, S. Jevrejeva, M. A. Merrifield, G. T. Mitchum, and R. S. Nerem
Annual average global mean sea level (GMSL) from satellite altimetry (1993–present) reached a 

new high during 2021, rising to 97.0 mm above 1993 (Fig. 3.15a). This marks the 10th consecutive 
year (and 26th out of the last 28) that GMSL increased relative to the previous year, reflecting an 
ongoing multi-decadal trend of 3.4 ± 0.4 mm yr−1 in GMSL during the satellite altimetry era (Fig. 
3.15a). A quadratic fit with corrections for the eruption of Mount Pinatubo (Fasullo et al. 2016) 
and ENSO effects (Hamlington et al. 2020) yields a climate-driven trend of 3.0 ± 0.4 mm yr−1 and 
acceleration of 0.081 ± 0.025 mm yr−2 (updated from Nerem et al. 2018).

Independent observing systems measure the contributions to GMSL rise from increasing 
ocean mass, primarily due to melting of glaciers and ice sheets (see sections 5e, 6d, 6e), and 
decreasing ocean density, primarily due to ocean warming (section 3c). Data from Argo profiling 
floats analyzed by Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO; Roemmich and Gilson 2009) show 
a global mean steric (i.e., density-related) sea level trend of 1.4 ± 0.2 mm yr−1 during 2005–21 (Fig. 
3.15a). Global ocean mass (excluding regions within 300 km of land), produced by the NASA Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) using mass concentration anomalies from the Gravity Recovery and 
Climate Experiment (GRACE) and GRACE Follow-On (GRACE-FO) missions, show a global mean 
ocean mass trend of 2.2 ± 0.4 mm yr−1 during 2005–21 (Fig. 3.15a). The sum of these trend contribu-
tions agrees within uncertainties with the GMSL trend of 3.9 ± 0.4 mm yr−1 measured by satellite 
altimetry since 2005 (Leuliette and Willis 2011; Chambers et al. 2017). Consistency among trends 
from these independent observing systems is a significant achievement and increases confidence 
in estimates of Earth’s energy imbalance (e.g., Hakuba et al. 2021; Marti et al. 2022).

Annually averaged GMSL from satellite altimetry increased 4.9 mm from 2020 to 2021, ex-
ceeding the sum of year-over-year increases in global mean steric sea level from Argo, 1.0 mm, 
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Fig. 3.15. (a) Monthly averaged GMSL (mm) observed by satellite 
altimeters (1993–2021) from the NOAA Laboratory for Satellite 
Altimetry (black) and NASA Sea Level Change Program (gray). 
Monthly global ocean mass (2005–21) from GRACE and GRACE-FO 
calculated from mascons produced by NASA JPL (blue) and Univer-
sity of Texas Center for Space Research (CSR, cyan). Mascons fewer 
than 300 km from land were excluded in both ocean mass time se-
ries. Monthly global mean steric sea level (2004–21) from SIO Argo 
data (red). Monthly global mean thermosteric sea level from NCEI 
Argo and hydrographic data (orange). Monthly global ocean mass 
plus steric (purple). Shading around all data sources represents 
a 95% confidence range based on Gaussian process regressions 
onto each pair of time series. (b) Total local sea level change dur-
ing 1993–2021 as measured by satellite altimetry (contours) and 
tide gauges (circles). Hatching indicates local changes that differ 
from the change in GMSL by more than one standard deviation.

and global mean ocean mass from 
GRACE-FO, 1.2 mm. The discrepancy 
is a continuation of misclosure in the 
sea level budget since 2016 (Fig. 3.15a; 
Chen et al. 2020), and its cause is an 
area of active research. Misclosure in 
the sea level budget is unlikely to be 
predominantly due to errors in estimat-
ing the global mass component of the 
budget (Hakuba et al. 2021). However, 
uncertainties in estimating changes in 
global ocean mass (e.g., leakage near 
land, geocenter, and glacial isostatic 
adjustment) warrant investigation (Chen 
et al. 2020). Likewise, error sources in 
the altimeter measurements, such as 
the wet tropospheric correction, may 
contribute but are unlikely to completely 
account for the discrepancy (Barnoud et 
al. 2021). Drift in Argo salinity measure-
ments, the cause of which is still being 
investigated (Roemmich et al. 2019) can 
artificially suppress increasing global 
mean steric sea level, but quality con-
trol procedures applied in the SIO data 
product used here mitigate the impact 
of salinity drift (Barnoud et al. 2021). 
The SIO time series of steric sea level 
also compares favorably with a time 
series of global mean thermosteric sea 
level from the NOAA National Centers 
for Environmental Information (NCEI; 
Fig. 3.15a). Undersampling of the ocean 
by Argo, especially around the Malay 
Archipelago between Asia and Australia 
(von Schuckmann et al. 2014), could also 
lead to underestimates of global mean 
steric rise.

Spatial structure in sea level changes 
over the 29-year altimeter record (Fig. 
3.15b) is due to a combination of natu-
ral fluctuations in coupled modes of 
atmosphere–ocean variability (Han et 

al. 2017) and the oceanic response to anthropogenic radiative forcing (Fasullo and Nerem 2018). 
It is difficult to disentangle these contributions to regional differences in long-term sea level 
change (Hamlington et al. 2019), but as the altimetry record grows in length, the impact of natural 
fluctuations on regional sea level trends decreases. At present, only a small fraction of the global 
ocean has experienced sea level trends that differ from the global mean trend by more than one 
standard deviation (hatched areas, Fig. 3.15b). Reduced sea level trends in the tropical eastern 
Pacific reflect the impact of multidecadal variability in the strength of Pacific trade winds (e.g., 
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Fig. 3.16. (a) Annual average sea level anomaly during 2021 relative to average sea level at each location during 1993–2021. 
(b) Average 2021 minus 2020 sea level anomaly. (c) Average sea level anomaly during DJF 2021 relative to the 1993–2020 
average. (d) Same as (c), but for SON. Units are given in cm. GMSL was subtracted from panels (c),(d) to emphasize re-
gional, non-secular change. Altimetry data were obtained from the gridded, multi-mission product maintained by the 
Copernicus Marine and Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS).

Merrifield 2011), while enhanced sea level change in the high latitude South Pacific can be at-
tributed to regional warming (Llovel and Terray 2016; Volkov et al. 2017). Sea level change relative 
to land (i.e., the quantity measured by tide gauges; circles, Fig. 3.15b) is most relevant for societal 
impacts and can differ substantially from satellite-derived changes in tectonically active regions 
(e.g., Japan) and areas strongly affected by glacial isostatic adjustment (e.g., Alaska; Fig. 3.15b).

Due to long-term trends in GMSL (Fig. 3.15), annual sea level anomalies during 2021 were posi-
tive nearly everywhere (Fig. 3.16a). In the global tropics, the highest sea level anomalies were in 
the western Pacific and the eastern Indian Ocean (10–15 cm above the climatological average), 
whereas the lowest anomalies were in the northeastern Pacific and parts of the south-central 
Indian Ocean (0–5 cm below average). Sea level anomalies were positive across most of the sub-
tropics, although the amounts varied regionally. The 2021 annual mean anomalies exceeded 15 
cm in parts of the midlatitudes, such as in the extension regions of the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream 
Currents.

The double-dip La Niña events that developed during summer 2020 and again in August 2021 
(see section 4b) explain the mostly consistent sea level pattern during both years, at least in the 
equatorial central Pacific (Fig. 3.16b). Year-to-year sea level increases exceeding 10 cm occurred 
in the tropical western Pacific, as well as in the eastern Indian Ocean, which were mostly con-
tinuing positive changes from the prior two years. In the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ) 
region (Brown et al. 2020), the 2021 sea levels were also 10–15 cm higher compared to 2020. The 
largest regions of decreasing sea levels during 2021 compared to 2020 were in the tropical western 
Indian Ocean as well as in the western, central, and eastern tropical North Pacific basin. Around 
Hawaii, the 10 cm decrease in sea level (2021 minus 2020) nearly cancelled the prior year-over-year 
increase. In the Atlantic Ocean, the 2021 minus 2020 sea level difference was mostly positive, 
although typically less than 5 cm in magnitude. Larger changes during 2021 occurred in the Gulf 
of Mexico (associated with the Loop Current) and in the regions most affected by mesoscale oce-
anic eddies (generally poleward of ±30° latitude). Overall, these sea level changes from 2020 to 
2021 (Fig. 3.16b) are representative of the underlying OHCA changes in these locations (Fig. 3.4b).
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The double-dip La Niña (see section 4b) during 2021, and the respective continuation of below-
average sea levels in the eastern half and above-normal value in the western half of the equatorial 
Pacific, limited the amount of intra-seasonal changes evident in the comparison of December–
February (DJF) and September–November (SON) anomalies (Figs. 3.16c,d). In the Indian Ocean, 
the sea level pattern was also mostly similar at the beginning and end of 2021 (i.e., sea level 
anomalies increasing from west to east). Some of the highest regional sea level anomalies dur-
ing 2021 occurred in Bay of Bengal, where satellite-observed seasonal anomalies were more than 
15 cm above average during both DJF and SON. In the northwestern Atlantic Ocean, seasonal sea 
level anomalies were overall higher during SON compared to the beginning of the year, especially 
near the U.S. mid-Atlantic coast. 

Ongoing trends, year-to-year variability, and seasonal changes in sea level impact coastal 
communities by increasing the magnitude and frequency of positive sea level extremes that 
contribute to flooding and erosion. Minor impacts tend to emerge when local water levels exceed 
the 99th percentile of daily sea level maxima (Sweet et al. 2014). Using 1993–2021 as the analysis 
epoch (consistent with the altimetry baseline), daily sea level maxima that exceed the 99th per-
centile—hereafter extreme sea level events—occurred more frequently in recent years compared 
to previous decades. Across 114 tide-gauge locations with sufficient data volume and quality for 
analysis, the median number of extreme sea level events per year and location increased from 
one during 1993–97 to four during 2017–21 (not shown). The 90th percentile of events per year 
and location increased from six during 1993–97 to 15 during 2017–21 (not shown).

Fig. 3.17. (a) Number of extreme sea level events from tide gauges during 2021. (b) Counts in (a) as a function of annual 
sea level anomaly during 2021. Square markers in (a) and (b) highlight locations with more than 10 extreme events.  
(c) Change in number of extreme sea level events from 2020 to 2021. (d) Counts in (c) as a function of the change in annual 
sea level from 2020 to 2021. Square markers in (c) and (d) highlight locations where the magnitudes of changes in counts 
of extreme events were greater than 10. Counts of extreme sea level events were calculated from hourly tide gauge 
observations obtained from the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center Fast Delivery database. Only records with at least 
80% completeness during 1993–2021 and 80% completeness during both 2020 and 2021, individually, were analyzed.
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Twenty of the 114 locations experienced more than 10 extreme sea level events during 2021, 
which were especially concentrated in the tropical western Pacific and in a diagonal region of the 
South Pacific near the SPCZ (Fig. 3.17a) where annual sea level anomalies were largest (Figs. 3.16a, 
3.17b). Many of these locations experienced increases of more than 10 extreme events per year 
from 2020 to 2021 (Fig. 3.17c), reflecting year-over-year increases in annual mean sea level (Figs. 
3.16b, 3.17d). Twenty-four locations experienced at least 10 fewer extreme events per year in 2021 
compared to 2020, which were concentrated in the western Indian Ocean, Hawaiian Islands, U.S. 
Gulf of Mexico and southeast Atlantic coasts, and northern Europe (Fig. 3.17c). In each of these 
regions, the annual mean sea level during 2021 was either mostly unchanged or lower compared 
to the prior year (Figs. 3.16b, 3.17d). Along the U.S. mid-Atlantic and New England coasts, the an-
nual numbers of extreme events were similar during 2020 and 2021 (Fig. 3.17c), although most of 
the 2021 extremes occurred during SON when the regional sea level anomaly was 5–15 cm higher 
than earlier in the year (Figs. 3.16c,d). Of the 114 locations analyzed, Saipan experienced the 
greatest number (64) of extreme events during 2021 due—at least in part—to an annual mean sea 
level anomaly greater than 15 cm. Other locations experienced larger sea level anomalies but far 
fewer events, because it is the magnitude of the annual sea level anomaly relative to the typical 
range of hourly variability (including tides, synoptic variations, etc.) that most closely relates to 
the frequency of extreme events. In Saipan, 15 cm is more than 65% of the local standard devia-
tion in hourly water levels—the highest percentage of locations analyzed.

g. Surface currents—R. Lumpkin,  
F. Bringas, and G. Goni
This section describes variations 

of ocean surface currents, transports, 
and associated features, such as rings, 
inferred from surface currents. Surface 
currents are obtained from in situ (a 
global array of drogued drifters and 
regional mooring arrays) and satellite 
(altimetry and wind stress) observa-
tions. Transports are derived from 
a combination of sea surface height 
anomaly (from altimetry) and climato-
logical hydrography. See Lumpkin et al. 
(2011) for details of these calculations. 
Zonal surface current anomalies are 
calculated with respect to a 1993–2020 
climatology and are discussed below for 
individual ocean basins.

1) PACIFIC OCEAN
In 2021, zonal geostrophic currents 

in the equatorial Pacific exhibited an-
nual mean westward current anomalies 
of 6–8 cm s−1 from 150°E–100°W (Fig. 
3.18a), 1°S–3.5°N, associated with the 
2021 double-dip La Niña (see section 4b). 
In the same longitude range, westward 

Fig. 3.18. Annually-averaged geostrophic zonal current anomalies 
(cm s−1; positive is eastward, negative is westward) for (a) 2021 and 
(b) 2021 minus 2020 derived from a synthesis of drifters, altimetry, 
and winds. Gray stippling indicates where values are not signifi-
cantly different from zero.
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anomalies of 4–5 cm s−1 at 4°–6°S indicated a strengthened South Equatorial Current (SEC). The 
2018–20 northward shift of the North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC) was not observed in 2021. 
Because westward anomalies were larger through most of 2020, 2021 minus 2020 differences (Fig. 
3.18b) show weak eastward equatorial anomalies.

Westward anomalies exceeding 20 cm s−1 were present in the western equatorial (1°S–1°N, 
150°E–170°W) Pacific in December–February (Fig. 3.19a); in this longitude band, westward cur-
rents were anomalously strong from 7°S to 3°N. In March–May, eastward anomalies of 10–20 cm s−1 
developed across the basin at 3°S to 2°N, leading the transition from La Niña to ENSO-neutral 
SST anomalies the following season (see section 4b). The equatorial anomalies reversed again in 
June–August, exceeding 10 cm s−1 westward from 1°S to 3°N across the basin with zonally-averaged 
maxima of 14 cm s−1 on the equator and at 2°N, again leading the development of La Niña SST 
anomalies the following season. North of this pattern, eastward anomalies of 5–8 cm s−1 were 
associated with an accelerated NECC during June–August. Both anomaly patterns persisted in 
September–November, with the westward equatorial anomalies strengthening to 20–25 cm s−1 
at 0.5°S–1.5°N.

In the northwest Pacific, zonal current anomalies of ±20 cm s−1 bracketing 35.5°N (Fig. 3.18a) 
indicated a 2021 northward shift of up to 2° latitude of the Kuroshio extension, consistent with 
anomalously warm ocean heat content anomalies north of the climatological path of the Kuroshio 
(Fig. 3.4a) and perhaps associated with heat flux anomalies in the region (Fig. 3.11a).

2) INDIAN OCEAN
Annually averaged zonal currents in the Indian Ocean were close to their 1993–2020 climato-

logical averages, with weak (2–4 cm s−1) eastward anomalies from 8°S to the equator across most 
of the basin (Fig. 3.18a). Because eastward anomalies in this latitude range were significantly 
stronger (10–20 cm s−1) in 2020, 2021 minus 2020 differences (Fig. 3.18b) exhibit negative anoma-
lies of ~15 cm s−1 across the basin. During December–February (Fig. 3.19a), eastward anomalies 
of 10–20 cm s−1 were present across the basin from 2° to 6°S; these were replaced by westward 

Fig. 3.19. Seasonally-averaged zonal geostrophic current anomalies with respect to seasonal climatology, for (a) Dec 
2020–Feb 2021, (b) Mar–May 2021, (c) Jun–Aug 2021, and (d) Sep–Nov 2021. Gray stippling indicates where values are 
not significantly different from zero.
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anomalies of 3–7 cm s−1 in March–May (Fig. 3.19b) that disappeared by June–August (Fig. 3.19c). 
Eastward anomalies of 10–20 cm s−1 developed in the central basin at 70°–85°E, 4.5°S–0.5°N in 
September–November (Fig. 3.19d), with peak values of 20 cm s−1 at 1°S reflecting an acceleration 
of the seasonal eastward Southwest Monsoon Current.

3) ATLANTIC OCEAN
Annual mean zonal currents in the tropical Atlantic Ocean in 2021 exhibited weak (4–5 cm s−1) 

eastward anomalies from 3° to 4.5°N, indicating a southward shift of the NECC and the interface 
between it and the northern core of the South Equatorial Current (nSEC; see Lumpkin and Garzoli 
2005) to its south. The core strength of the westward nSEC and other branches of the SEC were close 
to their climatological averages. Weak eastward anomalies were present in December–February 
and March–May, strengthened in June–August to a maximum of 10 cm s−1 at 3°N with anomalies 
> 5 cm s−1 at 1°–4.5°N, and weakened to near-zero values in September–November (Fig. 3.19).

Variability of key Atlantic Ocean currents is continuously monitored in near-real-time by lever-
aging relationships between in situ and satellite altimetry observations (https://www.aoml.noaa.
gov/phod/indexes/index.php). In the South Atlantic, the number of rings shed by the Agulhas 
Current remained similar to the average number of shedding events in a given year during the 
1993–2021 record. The annual transport of the Agulhas Current, an indicator of Indian-Atlantic 
Ocean interbasin water exchange, was slightly below the average by −1.5 Sv in a cross section at 
~28°E and between 34° and 40°S and has remained within 1 std. dev. of the long-term average 
of 50.9 ± 3.2 Sv. In the southwestern Atlantic, the location of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence has 
demonstrated a southward trend since 1993 at decadal time scales (cf. Lumpkin and Garzoli 2011; 
Goni et al. 2011), and was displaced to the south with respect to its 1993–2021 mean location for 
the fifth consecutive year. This southward trend is important since the location of the confluence 
indicates where waters of subtropical origin are entrained into a subpolar region. A northward 
shift of the confluence observed in 2016 (Fig. 3.20) appears to have been transient. During 2021, 
the confluence was on average 0.9 degrees of latitude south of its 1993–2020 mean location 
(37.8 ± 1.1)°S, a −0.5° shift compared to the previous year, and over 2 degrees of latitude south of 
its average location in the early 1990s (Fig. 3.20). This shift may be related to anomalously warm 
upper ocean heat content at this location driving a southward migration of the westerlies (see Figs. 
3.4a, 3.13a). In the North Atlantic, the North Brazil Current (NBC) and associated rings serve as in-
terhemispheric conduits for water masses and heat from the South Atlantic into the North Atlantic 
(Goni and Johns 2003). Some of their waters enter the Caribbean Sea while carrying low salinity 
Amazon River waters (Ffield 2007), which 
are known for creating barrier layers that 
can magnify hurricane intensification 
(e.g., Balaguru et al. 2012; Domingues et 
al. 2015). As in previous years, this cur-
rent transport continues to show negative 
anomalies, possibly associated with fresh 
surface salinity anomalies in the NBC 
retroflection region (Fig. 3.7), while the 
number of rings do not show a departure 
from their mean values. Farther to the 
north, the Yucatan Current and Florida 
Current exhibited negative anomalies of 
−0.3 Sv and −0.5 Sv, respectively, with the 
transport in the Yucatan Current approxi-
mately 1 Sv below its long-term average 
during 2021 and relative low variability 

Fig. 3.20. Time series of the latitude of separation of the Brazil 
Current (BC) front from the continental shelf, defined as the 
intersection between the 1000 m bathymetry contour and the 
contour where the 10°C isotherm is 200 m deep. The red line is 
a 28-day running mean, red circles are annual mean values. The 
mean latitude of separation between 1993 and 2022 is (37.8 ± 
1.1)°S. (Source: www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/altimetry/cvar/mal /
BM_ts.php)
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during the last three years, with values within 1 std. dev. of its 27.5 ± 1.0 Sv average since 1993. 
This slight reduction in the 2021 Florida Current transport with respect to the period 1993–2020 
is not significantly different from transport changes derived from cable measurements reported 
in the next section, for the period 1982–2021. The continuous lower-than-usual Florida Current 
transport is closely tied to higher coastal sea level and “sunny day” flooding events along the 
U.S. southeast coast (Ezer and Atkinson 2014; Domingues et al. 2016; Volkov et al. 2020). Further 
studies addressing the North Brazil Current to Florida Current connection may help develop early 
warnings for such flooding events.

h. Meridional overturning circulation and heat transport in the Atlantic Ocean—D. L. Volkov, 
S. Dong, J. Willis, W. Hobbs, W. Johns, D. A. Smeed, B. I. Moat, Y. Fu, S. Lozier, M. Kersalé, R. C. Perez, D. Rayner, 
E. Frajka-Williams, and G. Goni
The meridional overturning circulation (MOC) affects meridional large-scale transports of heat 

and freshwater that impact global and regional climate and weather patterns, sea level, and eco-
systems. Several observational arrays exist across the Atlantic Ocean to monitor changes in the 
Atlantic MOC (AMOC) and meridional heat transport (AMHT; Frajka-Williams et al. 2019). Since 
the previous State of the Climate in 2020 report (Volkov et al. 2021), the AMOC and AMHT estimates 
based on moored arrays (Fig. 3.21a) have been extended to March 2020 for the RAPID-MOCHA-
WBTS array at 26.5°N and to May 2018 for the OSNAP array between 53° and 60°N (Frajka-Williams 
et al. 2021; Li et al. 2021a,b). No updates are presently available for the AMOC at 34.5°S, but the 
AMHT estimates at the SAMBA array based on direct observations have been published for the 
first time (Kersalé et al. 2021). In this report, we review updated AMOC/AMHT estimates from the 
moored arrays and present blended estimates based on combinations of satellite altimetry and 
in situ hydrographic data.

The subpolar North Atlantic is a key region for deep water formation, hence it plays an impor-
tant role in the AMOC. A collaborative international effort to measure the AMOC here led to the 
establishment of the OSNAP array in 2014 (Lozier et al. 2017), which consists of two segments: 
OSNAP-West between Labrador and Greenland and OSNAP-East between Greenland and Scotland 
(Fig. 3.21a). The latest published AMOC/AMHT estimates span the first four years of observations 
(Li et al. 2021a,b; Fig. 3.21b), which will soon be extended to a nearly six-year record using the 
recently recovered data. Over the period from August 2014 to May 2018, the AMOC across the 
OSNAP array had a time-mean of 16.6 ± 0.7 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3 s−1; the uncertainty is the standard 
error of the mean; Li et al. 2021a). The 30-day averages of the AMOC at the OSNAP array exhibit 
variability ranging from 8.2 to 24.5 Sv, with a standard deviation of 3.5 Sv. The OSNAP observa-
tions have revealed that the eastern subpolar basin (OSNAP-East) dominates the mean and vari-
ability of the AMOC across the entire subpolar North Atlantic. The OSNAP-East mean (16.8 ± 0.6 
Sv) is more than six times greater than the OSNAP-West mean (2.6 ± 0.3 Sv). The AMOC across 
the entire OSNAP array is less than the sum across OSNAP-West and OSNAP-East because of 
cancellations between northward and southward transports (Lozier et al. 2019). The AMHT in 
2014–18 had a time-mean of 0.50 ± 0.05 PW (1 PW = 1015 W), and was correlated at 0.8 with the 
AMOC (Fig. 3.21b). The remaining variance is attributed to the subpolar gyre circulation. Winter 
convection during 2014–18 in the interior subpolar basins had minimal impact on density changes 
in the deep western boundary currents (Li et al. 2021a). Contrary to previous modeling studies, 
no discernible relationship between western boundary changes and subpolar overturning vari-
ability has been found.

The longest-maintained trans-basin AMOC/AMHT observing array along approximately 26.5°N 
(RAPID-MOCHA-WBTS; Fig. 3.21a) has been updated through the spring of 2020 (Frajka-Williams 
et al. 2021; Fig. 3.21c). The mean AMOC and AMHT at 26.5°N for 2004–20 were 16.9 ± 0.7 Sv and 
1.19 ± 0.06 PW, respectively. The mean AMOC and AMHT in 2019–20 were 15.4 ± 0.5 Sv and 
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1.03 ± 0.04 PW, lower than the 2004–20 mean values. The strongest AMOC/AMHT was observed 
during the first four years of observations. From April 2008 to March 2012, the AMOC was 2.7 Sv 
weaker on average than during the first four years of observations (Smeed et al. 2014), and it re-
mained weaker thereafter (Smeed et al. 2018). By combining estimates of the RAPID-MOCHA-WBTS 
and OSNAP arrays, a time-mean heat divergence of 0.68 ± 0.14 PW during the 2014–18 period 
has been determined in the extratropical North Atlantic between the two arrays (Li et al. 2021b). 

Interannual and longer variability of the AMOC/AMHT at 26.5°N is dominated by changes in 
the upper-ocean geostrophic flows between the Bahamas and Canary Islands (McCarthy et al. 
2012). However, the Florida Current volume transport, which is measured by a submarine cable 
between Florida and the Bahamas and is part of the AMOC estimate at 26.5°N, has exhibited an 
intensification of its interannual variability since around 2014 (Dong et al. 2022; Volkov et al. 
2020). In 2021, the Florida Current volume transport was 30.8 ± 0.5 Sv, which is slightly below its 
long-term (1982–2021) mean value of 31.8 ± 0.1 Sv, but not significantly different from the 2020 
mean value of 31.2 ± 0.6 Sv.

A new method for combining satellite sea level observations with historical hydrographic 
measurements (CTD and Argo) and PIES data has been developed and used to derive the AMHT 
at 34.5°S (Kersalé et al. 2021; red curve in Fig. 3.21d). The average AMHT during 2013–17 was 
0.5 ± 0.2 PW, with a peak-to-peak range of 4.6 PW and a daily standard deviation of 0.8 PW. The 
daily AMHT and AMOC at 34.5°S exhibit a strong positive correlation with the northward trans-
port in the AMOC upper cell (r=0.96; black curve in Fig. 3.21d) and a modest negative correlation 

Fig. 3.21. (a) The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) observing system: moored arrays (dashed black and 
orange lines) and sections across which the AMOC is estimated by combining in situ measurements (Argo, XBT, bottom 
pressure) with satellite altimetry data (red lines). The moored arrays that have been updated since the State of the Climate 
in 2020 report (orange dashed lines) include: OSNAP (Overturning in the Subpolar North Atlantic Program) in the subpolar 
North Atlantic, RAPID-MOCHA-WBTS (Rapid Climate Change/MOC and Heatflux Array/Western Boundary Time Series) at 
26.5°N, and SAMBA (South Atlantic MOC Basin-wide Array) at 34.5°S. The arrays that have not yet been updated (black 
dashed lines) include: MOVE (Meridional Overturning Variability Experiment) at 16°N and TRACOS (Tropical Atlantic Cir-
culation Overturning) at 11°S. (b) Monthly time series of the AMOC northward volume transport (black) and AMHT (red) 
across the OSNAP array. (c) Monthly time series of the AMOC northward volume transport (black) and AMHT (red) across 
the RAPID/MOCHA/WBTS array (the plot is split in two panels to zoom in on the time interval common for all arrays). (d) 
Monthly time series of the AMOC northward volume transport (black) and AMHT (red) across the SAMBA. Units for the 
AMOC/AMHT are Sv/PW.
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with the southward volume transport in the AMOC abyssal cell (r= −0.52). The AMHT estimate 
seasonal cycle has a prevailing semi-annual period and a maximum equatorward heat transport 
in July–September and December–January. The four-year record (2013–17) reveals a weak positive 
AMHT trend of 0.14 ± 0.18 PW yr−1, not statistically different from zero.

Combination of satellite altimetry and in situ hydrography data provides information on the 
state of the AMOC/AMHT in 2021. Updated AMOC/AMHT estimates at 41°N (Fig.3.22a), based on 
satellite altimetry and Argo measurements (Willis 2010; Hobbs and Willis 2012), are about 20% 
and 25% below their average values in 2021, respectively. The reduction in the AMOC was largely 
due to a weaker-than-normal upper ocean northward geostrophic transport. The reduction in the 

Fig. 3.22. The AMHT (colored bars) and the AMOC (black curves) anomalies obtained by combining satellite altimetry and 
in situ data at (a) 41°N, (b) 20°S, (c) 25°S, (d) 30°S, and (e) 34.5°S. The vertical error bars show standard errors (red) for the 
AMHT and (black) for the AMOC. The anomalies are computed with respect to the time-mean values shown in the plots. 
Linear trends (dashed red lines) for the AMHT are equal to: −0.002 ± 0.010 PW yr−1 at 41°N, 0.000 ± 0.003 PW yr−1 at 20°S, 
0.004 ± 0.003 PW yr−1 at 25°S, 0.000 ± 0.002 PW yr−1 at 30°S, and 0.004 ± 0.002 PW yr−1 at 34.5°S. Linear trends (dashed 
black lines) for the AMOC are equal to: −0.13 ± 0.14 Sv yr−1 at 41°N, −0.04 ± 0.03 Sv yr−1 at 20°S, 0.05 ± 0.04 Sv yr−1 at 25°S, 
−0.03 ± 0.02 Sv yr−1 at 30°S, and 0.05 ± 0.04 Sv yr−1 at 34.5°S. The estimates at 41°N are based on satellite altimetry and 
Argo data (Willis 2010; Hobbs and Willis 2012), and the estimates at 20°S, 25°S, 30°S, and 34.5°S are based on satellite 
altimetry and the Global Temperature and Salinity Profile Program data (Dong et al. 2021).
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AMHT, however, was due to a southward anomaly in Ekman transport, while the upper ocean 
geostrophic temperature transport had a positive anomaly. The geostrophic temperature transport 
anomaly was due to the upper 1000-m temperature. As evidenced by Argo data (not shown), this 
temperature in 2021 was higher than the 2002–21 average temperature. Therefore, even though 
there was less upper-ocean northward transport, there was greater net heat transport. It should 
be noted that these estimates for 2021 are still preliminary and may change after satellite altim-
etry and Argo data undergo additional validation, quality control, and improvements. Similar to 
the estimates at 26.5°N (Fig. 3.21c), the AMOC/AMHT at 41°N in 2009–21 were 10–20% lower than 
they were in 2004–08 without any indication of a rebound. While the AMOC and AMHT trends 
for 2002–21 are negative at 41°N (−0.13 ± 0.14 Sv yr−1 and −0.002 ± 0.009 PW yr−1, respectively), 
they are not statistically significantly different from zero.

The AMOC/AMHT estimates at 20°S, 25°S, 30°S, and 34.5°S (Figs. 3.22b–e; updated from Dong 
et al. 2021) based on satellite altimetry and the Global Temperature and Salinity Profile Program 
(GTSPP; Sun et al. 2010) data were not significantly different from those in 2020. Meaningful posi-
tive AMHT trends exist at 25°S (0.004 ± 0.002 PW yr−1) and 34.5°S (0.004 ± 0.003 PW yr−1), while 
trends at 20°S and 30°S are statistically insignificant. The negative AMOC trends at 20°S and 
30°S, and the positive AMOC trends at 25°S and 35°S, are all statistically significant. This result 
suggests that there is a long-term heat divergence between 30° and 25°S and heat convergence 
between 34.5° and 30°S and between 25° and 20°S. There is a possible northward propagation of 
the MHT anomalies in the South Atlantic. For example, mainly positive anomalies in 2003–07, 
negative anomalies in 2008–12, and positive anomalies 2013–21 at 34.5°S are observed at the 
lower latitudes about one year later.

In summary, AMOC and AMHT estimates based on moored and blended data continue to show 
highly variable transports across the Atlantic Ocean. While some of the long-term trends are 
found to be marginally significant, given the limited observational record, it is not yet possible 
to conclude that the AMOC is changing in response to climate change. It remains important to 
reconcile the AMOC and AMHT estimates based on the different methodologies used to compute 
them. This will help to improve the methodologies and reduce uncertainties in the estimates 
of oceanic transports. Sustained observations are necessary for detecting and understanding 
climate-relevant changes in the AMOC.

Sidebar 3.2: IPCC AR6 assessment of the role of the oceans in the carbon cycle—R. A. FEELY 
AND R. WANNINKHOF

The global ocean plays a major role in the global carbon 
cycle by absorbing a substantial fraction of the excess carbon 
dioxide (CO2) that humans release into the atmosphere. As a 
result of humankind’s collective input of CO2 into the atmo-
sphere, referred to as “anthropogenic CO2” (Canth) emissions, 
global average atmospheric CO2 concentrations have risen from 
pre-industrial levels of about 278 parts per million (ppm) to 
~415 ppm in 2021. The recent IPCC Working Group I contribu-
tion to the Sixth Assessment Report provides a comprehensive 
understanding of the drivers that affect how the carbon cycle 
in the ocean is changing and the role of human influence (IPCC 
2021). Evidence from both global ocean biogeochemical models 
(GOBMs) and observations provide a “high confidence” that 
the ocean sink increased from 1.0 ± 0.3 PgC yr−1 in 1960–69 to 

2.5 ± 0.3 PgC yr−1 in 2010–19, with the total cumulative uptake 
accounting for approximately 23% of the total anthropogenic 
CO2 emissions over the entire period (Friedlingstein et al. 2020, 
2022). The multi-decadal trends in the ocean carbon air–sea 
flux show an increase in the ocean sink with a “hiatus” in the 
1990s (Fig. SB3.2). The hiatus appears to be associated with 
either decadal changes in Southern Ocean mixing and circula-
tion processes (Le Quéré et al. 2007; Canadell et al. 2021), ex-
ternal forcing (McKinley et al. 2020), or a combination thereof. 
Over the last six decades the land and ocean Canth sinks have 
been roughly consistent with the atmospheric CO2 increase on 
decadal scales such that the fraction of anthropogenic CO2 emis-
sions that has been retained in the atmosphere has remained 
roughly constant at about 44% over the years.
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The uptake of the excess CO2 by the oceans involves a 
twofold process in which CO2 is exchanged across the air–sea 
interface followed by mixing and transport in the ocean inte-
rior where it is stored in deep water masses via mixing and 
circulation processes on time scales of decades to centuries 
(DeVries et al. 2017, 2019; Gruber et al. 2019). Both GOBMs 
and observations indicate that uptake and CO2 storage mainly 
occur in the oceanic midlatitude regions, where the mixing and 
ventilation of subtropical and subpolar surface water contribute 
to the formation and transport of Mode, Intermediate, and Deep 
waters that carry the anthropogenic CO2 into the ocean inte-
rior. In contrast, outgassing of CO2 mostly occurs in areas with 
upwelling such as eastern boundaries, the equatorial Pacific, 
and divergence zones in the Southern Ocean. The cumulative 
amount of anthropogenic CO2 stored in the ocean interior since 
the start of the industrial revolution (≈1750) has been estimated 
to be approximately 170 ± 20 PgC through 2019 (Friedlingstein 
et al. 2020, 2022). It is anticipated that the ocean sink will con-
tinue to increase with increasing anthropogenic emission, but 
substantial changes to the multi-decadal trends in the ocean 
sinks are anticipated once these emissions are curtailed.

Different regions have been observed to impact interannual 
and decadal changes of the CO2 flux variability in the global 
oceans. The high latitude (≈>45°) regions, mostly in the South-
ern Ocean, have the largest influence over the decadal-scale 
variations due to changes in wind forcing and circulation pro-
cesses. For example, in the Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean, 

the rate of anthropogenic CO2 storage increased from 8.8 
± 1.1 PgC decade−1 during 1995–2005 to 11.7 ± 1.1 PgC 
decade−1 during 2005–15 (Carter et al. 2017, 2019). On 
the other hand, the impact of ENSO in the tropical oceans 
has caused this portion of the oceans to have the largest 
influence over the interannual variability (Ishii et al. 2020). 

Both observations and models suggest that increases 
in the seasonal amplitude of surface ocean pCO2 due to 
uptake of anthropogenic CO2 correspond to reductions 
in the buffering capacity of seawater. This decrease in 
buffer capacity is starting to have a large-scale impact 
on the carbonate chemistry of seawater (Fassbender et 
al. 2018; Landschützer et al. 2018; Jiang et al. 2019). 
Moreover, model results (Rodgers et al. 2020) suggest that 
re-emergence of previously stored anthropogenic CO2 is 
changing the buffering capacity of the ocean mixed layer 

and consequently increasing the potential for reducing the 
ocean sink of Canth over time.

Extensive carbonate chemistry and pH measurements 
throughout the global ocean have revealed that acidification 
of the surface ocean has resulted in an overall decline in the 
rate of pH change in the range of −0.017 to −0.027 decade−1 
over the last four decades. These rates are consistent with the 
increase in atmospheric CO2 and amount to approximately a 
4% increase in surface ocean hydrogen ion concentration per 
decade. The rate of pH decline is slowest in the western Pacific 
Warm Pool and subtropics (−0.010 to −0.019 decade−1) and 
higher in the upwelling region of the tropical Pacific (−0.022 to 
−0.026). In the polar and subpolar regions rates of pH decline 
are more variable (−0.003 to −0.026); however, highly resolved 
long time series data are sparser there. These changes to the 
carbonate system result in a declining saturation state from 
−0.07 to −0.12 decade−1 for the biogenic calcium carbonate 
mineral aragonite, which makes up the skeletal material of many 
calcifying organisms of economic importance. Within the ocean 
interior, changes in circulation and metabolic activity have also 
caused enhanced acidification in the deeper waters of the South 
Atlantic and North Pacific (Ríos et al. 2015; Sasano et al. 2015). 
These changes in the acidification of the ocean interior have 
resulted in a shoaling of the aragonite saturation horizon, where 
Ωar = 1.0, ranging from 1–2 m yr−1 in the North Pacific (Feely et 
al. 2012) to as much as 10–15 m yr−1 in the Irminger and Iceland 
Seas (Olafsson et al. 2009; Perez et al. 2018).

Fig. SB3.2. Comparison of trends for oceanic anthropogenic CO2 
uptake (PgC yr−1) from GOBMs (1960–2018) and observations 
(1987–2018). The hiatus of the increasing oceanic sink in the 1990s 
appears to be related to decadal changes in the Southern Ocean 
(after Canadell et al. 2021).
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i. Global ocean phytoplankton—B. A. Franz, I. Cetinić, M. Gao, D. A. Siegel, and T. K. Westberry
Marine phytoplankton contribute roughly 50% of global net primary production, generating 

much of the oxygen we breathe and serving the energy needs of oceanic ecosystems, while also 
providing a critical pathway for carbon sequestration to the deep oceans. The diversity, abun-
dance, and distribution of phytoplankton are controlled by numerous biotic (zooplankton graz-
ing and viruses) and abiotic factors, with the latter including nutrient and light availability that, 
in turn, are highly dependent on physical properties and processes such as ocean temperature 
and circulation (e.g., Behrenfeld et al. 2006). Spaceborne radiometers such as SeaWiFS (McClain 
2004) and MODIS (Esaias et al. 1998) provide a synoptic view of spatial and temporal changes in 
phytoplankton, either through measurements of near-surface concentrations of the phytoplankton 
pigment chlorophyll-a (Chla; mg m−3) or phytoplankton carbon (Cphy; mg m−3). Measurements of 
Chla contain information pertaining to both biomass and phytoplankton physiology, while Cphy 
is a direct measurement of phytoplankton biomass. Cphy and Chla often covary, but departures 
from this covariance can indicate changes in the physiological or compositional characteristics 
of phytoplankton communities (Dierssen 2010; Geider et al. 1997; Siegel et al. 2013; Westberry et 
al. 2016).

In this report, we evaluate the global distribution of phytoplankton over the one-year period 
from October 2020 through September 2021 (the analysis year) using remotely sensed Chla and 
Cphy measurements from the continuous 24-year record that combines observations of SeaWiFS 
(1997–2010) and MODIS on Aqua (MODIS-A, 2002–present). The MODIS-A daytime SST (°C) is also 
assessed over a consistent time period to provide context on the physical state of the oceans. The 
Chla product was derived using the Ocean Color Index algorithm of Hu et al. (2012), while Cphy 

was derived from the particle backscattering coefficient, bbp, at 443 nm (Generalized Inherent 
Optical Properties algorithm; Werdell et al. 2013) and a linear relationship between bbp and Cphy as 
described in Graff et al. (2015). In merging the time series of SeaWiFS and MODIS-A, differences 
between the sensors were assessed over the overlapping period from 2003 through 2008, and a 
small bias correction (± 1.8e-3 mg m−3 in Chla, ± 4.1e-5 m−1 in bbp) was estimated and applied per 
instrument per variable to ensure continuity.

Variations in the two phytoplankton distribution metrics were evaluated by subtracting 
monthly climatological means for MODIS-A (October 2002–September 2020) from their monthly 
mean values of MODIS-A Chla and Cphy in the analysis year. These monthly anomalies were then 
averaged to produce the global Chla and Cphy annual mean anomaly maps (Figs. 3.23a,b). Similar 
calculations were performed on MODIS-A SST data to produce an equivalent SST annual mean 
anomaly for the same time period (Fig. 3.23c). The permanently stratified ocean (PSO), used for 
the analysis depicted in Figs. 3.24 and 3.25, is defined as the region, spanning the tropical and 
subtropical oceans, where annual average SST is greater than 15°C and surface mixed layers are 
typically low in nutrients and shallower than the nutricline (black lines near 40°N and 40°S in 
Fig. 3.23; Behrenfeld et al. 2006). 

The Chla anomaly distribution for this year (Fig. 3.23a) is characterized by strongly elevated 
Chla concentrations in a boomerang pattern centered on the western equatorial Pacific, with 
values exceeding 40% of the climatological mean. This band of elevated chlorophyll sits along 
the edge of the anomalously low SST waters in the equatorial Pacific (Fig. 3.23c), indicative of the 
prevailing La Niña conditions during 2021 (see section 4b). In contrast, large regions of anoma-
lously low Chla concentrations (−20%) are observed over much of the North and South Pacific and 
the southern reaches of the Atlantic, extending to the boundaries of the PSO and beyond. These 
regions are generally characterized by anomalously warm SST, elevated 0.6° to 0.8°C (Fig. 3.23c). 
Within the PSO, such positive SST anomalies typically correspond to a shallower surface mixed 
layer (Deser et al. 2010), which increases effective light exposure of the phytoplankton within 
that layer and leads to a physiological response of decreased cellular chlorophyll concentration 
(Behrenfeld et al. 2015). PSO regions are typically nutrient-depleted, leading to further decoupling 
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of Chla and Cphy anomalies in these warmer, stratified waters, as a result of further decreased 
cellular chlorophyll-to-carbon ratios (Westberry et al. 2016). Outside of the PSO, phytoplankton 
anomalies (Figs. 3.23a,b) showed greater spatial variability, including some large patches of 
highly elevated (> 50% in Chla) phytoplankton biomass anomalies in the Southern Ocean, espe-
cially in the Pacific sector, as well as in the Labrador Sea (> 15 % in Cphy). In these higher-latitude, 
well-mixed waters, Chla and Cphy anomalies generally covary, consistent with previous studies 
(e.g., Franz et al. 2021). The greater spatial variability typically observed poleward of the PSO is 
expected due to the episodic and intense nature of phytoplankton blooms in these regions, but 
the relatively poor spatial and temporal sampling at high latitudes due to clouds and low-light 
conditions also contributes to higher noise in the ocean color signal, thus limiting confidence in 
the interpretation of interannual changes.

Seasonal changes in phytoplankton biomass in the PSO typically display two annual peaks 
(Figs. 3.24a,b), reflecting vernal increases in biomass in the Northern (Figs. 3.24c,d) and Southern 
(Figs. 3.24 g,h) Hemispheres. Peaks in monthly climatological Cphy tend to lag peaks in Chla by 
roughly two to three months, reflecting a reduction in phytoplankton chlorophyll-to-carbon ratios 
as the seasonal bloom progresses (e.g., Westberry et al. 2016). In 2021, the Northern Hemisphere 
Chla peak occurred in March–April, followed by Cphy maximum in June (Fig. 3.24d), while the 
Southern Hemisphere peaks for Chla and Cphy occurred in September–October and December, 

Fig. 3.23. Spatial distribution of average monthly (a) MODIS-A Chla anomalies (%), (b) MODIS-A Cphy anomalies (%), and 
(c) MODIS-A SST anomalies (°C) for Oct 2020–Sep 2021, where monthly differences were derived relative to the MODIS-A 
18-year climatological record (Oct 2002–Sep 2020). Chla and Cphy are stated as % difference from climatology, while SST 
is shown as an absolute difference. Also shown in each panel is the location of the mean 15°C SST isotherm (black lines) 
delineating the permanently stratified ocean (PSO). Differences in the SST anomalies here versus in Fig. 3.1 are owing to 
differences in climatological periods, smoothing, and data sources.
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respectively (Figs. 3.24g,h). Generally, monthly mean values of Chla and Cphy fell within the 
range of climatological norms in both hemispheres, with the exception of anomalously high Cphy 

concentrations in the equatorial and Southern Hemisphere regions of the PSO, December to Janu-
ary. In 2021 the largest peak in Chla for the global PSO (February–March) is driven by the vernal 
increase in the Northern Hemisphere and increased Chla in the equatorial region. In contrast, the 
dominant peak in global PSO is typically associated with the trend in the Southern Hemisphere, 
which is the case for Cphy this year, but not for Chla.

Over the 24-year time series of spatially averaged monthly mean Chla within the PSO (Fig. 
3.25a), concentrations vary by ±15% (±0.02 mg m−3) around a long-term average of 0.142 mg m−3 (Fig. 
3.25a). This variability includes significant seasonal cycles in Chla distributions and responses to 
climatic events, as has been observed previously (e.g., Behrenfeld et al. 2006; Franz et al. 2021). 
Cphy over the same 24-year period varies by ±8% (±2 mg m−3) around an average of 23.7 mg m−3 

(Fig. 3.25c). Seasonal cycles in Cphy are more clearly defined than those of Chla, consistent with 
the assertion that Cphy better represents variability of phytoplankton biomass, independent of the 
confounding influence of physiology.

Fig. 3.24. Distribution of Oct 2020–Sep 2021 monthly means (red circles) for (a) MODIS-A Chla and (b) MODIS-A Cphy for the 
permanently stratified ocean (PSO) region (see Fig. 3.23), superimposed on the climatological values as derived from the 
combined time series of SeaWiFS and MODIS-A over the 23-year period of 1998–2020. Gray boxes show the interquartile 
range of the climatology, with a black line for the median value and whiskers extending to minimum and maximum values. 
Subsequent panels show latitudinally segregated subsets of the PSO for the Northern Hemisphere (north of the tropics), 
NH (c),(d), tropical ±23.5° latitude subregion, EQ (e),(f), and Southern Hemisphere (south of the tropics), SH (g),(h). Units 
for (a), (c), (e), and (g) are Chla (mg m−3) and (b), (d), (f), and (h) are Cphy (mg m−3).
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Chla monthly anomalies within the 
PSO (Fig. 3.25b) vary by as much as 
10% (±0.015 mg m−3) over the multi-
mission time series, with the largest de-
viations generally associated with ENSO 
events (Pearson correlation coefficient, 
r = −0.37), as demonstrated by the cor-
respondence of Chla anomaly variations 
with the Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI; 
Wolter and Timlin 1998; presented in 
the inverse to illustrate the covariation). 
Over the analysis year, monthly Chla 
anomalies within the PSO varied by ±7%, 
rising to a peak in January before falling 
to a minimum at the end of the analysis 
period. Cphy anomalies, which are slightly 
less correlated with MEI (r = −0.34) due to 
the inherent lag between environmental 
change and growth, also peaked in De-
cember–January at ~5% or 1.2 mg m−3, 
reaching one of the highest positive val-
ues in our 24-year record (second only to 
the Cphy peak during the La Niña event 
of 2000). Cphy anomalies declined over 
the remainder of the year, but generally 
remained positive.

Through the continuous observa-
tion of ocean color, we are able to track 
variability in the global distribution of 
phytoplankton that drive biogeochemical 
processes, govern the role of the oceans 
in the global carbon cycle, and through 
their productivity exert a controlling 
influence on marine ecosystems, food 
webs, and fisheries. Subtle changes in 
Chla and Cphy allow us to distinguish cli-
mate driven variability in phytoplankton 
biomass from changes in physiology and 

community response. Future satellite missions, such as the upcoming hyperspectral Plankton, 
Aerosol, Cloud, ocean Ecosystem (PACE) mission, should enable a more precise identification of 
phytoplankton absorption features (Werdell et al. 2019) and separation of those features from 
non-algal optical contributions (e.g., Pahlevan et al. 2021; Siegel et al. 2005), and thereby facilitate 
the assessment of changes in phytoplankton species or community composition (e.g., Kramer 
et al. 2022; Lange et al. 2020) that will further advance our ability to disentangle the impacts of 
climate forcing on global phytoplankton communities. 

Fig. 3.25. 24-year, multi-mission record of Chla (mg m−3) and Cphy 
(mg m−3) averaged over the PSO. (a) Monthly Chla, with the hori-
zontal line indicating the multi-mission mean Chla concentration 
for the entire PSO region. (b) Monthly Chla anomalies after 
subtraction of the 23-year multi-mission climatological mean 
(Fig. 3.24a). Shaded blue and red colors show the Multivariate 
ENSO Index, inverted and scaled to match the range of the Chla 
and Cphy anomalies, where blue indicates La Niña conditions and 
red indicate El Niño conditions.
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Appendix 1: Chapter 3 – Acronyms
ACC    Antarctic Circumpolar Current
AMOC   Atlantic meridional overturning circulation 
AMHT   Atlantic meridional heat transport
BASS   Blended Analysis of Surface Salinity
Canth    anthropogenic CO2

CERES   Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System
Chla    chlorophyll-a
CO2    carbon dioxide
COARE   Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment
Cphy    phytoplankton carbon
DJF    December–February
DOISST   Daily Optimum Interpolation SST version 2.1
E    evaporation
E – P    evaporation minus precipitation
EBAF   Energy Balanced and Filled
ENSO   El Niño–Southern Oscillation
ERSSTv5   Extended Reconstruction Sea Surface Temperature version 5
FC    Florida Current
FLASHFlux   Fast Longwave And Shortwave Radiative Fluxes
GMSL   global mean sea level
GPCP   Global Precipitation Climatology Project
GRACE   Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
GRACE-FO   Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment Follow-On
HadSST   Hadley Centre SST
IO    Indian Ocean
IOD    Indian Ocean dipole
ITCZ    Intertropical Convergence Zone
JJA    June–August
LH    latent heat
LW    longwave
MAM   March–May
MEI    Multivariate ENSO Index
MHW   marine heat wave
MOC   meridional overturning circulation
MODIS   Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
MODIS-A   MODIS on Aqua
NAC    North Atlantic Current
NECC   North Equatorial Countercurrent
NH    Northern Hemisphere
NPG    North Pacific Gyre
NPP    net primary production
OAFlux   Objectively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes 
OHCA   ocean heat content anomaly
OSNAP   Overturning in the Subpolar North Atlantic Program
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P    precipitation
PACE   Plankton, Aerosol, Cloud, ocean Ecosystem
P − E    precipitation minus evaporation
ppm    parts per million
PSO    permanently stratified ocean
RAPID/MOCHA/WBTS Rapid Climate Change/MOC and Heatflux Array/Western 

    Boundary Time Series
SAMBA   South Atlantic MOC Basin-wide Array
SEC    South Equatorial Current
SH    sensible heat flux
SH    Southern Hemisphere
SMAP   Soil Moisture Active Passive
SMOS   Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity
SOCAT   Surface Ocean CO2 Atlas
SON    September–November
SPCZ   South Pacific Convergence Zone
SSM/I   Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
SSS    sea surface salinity
SST    sea surface temperature
SSTA   sea surface temperature anomaly
std. dev.   standard deviation
SW    shortwave
TRACOS   Tropical Atlantic Circulation and Overturning at 11°S
XBT    eXpendable BathyThermograph
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